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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Executive Summary
Prior to the early 1990s, Northern Cedar Falls, commonly known as “North Cedar”,
and Center Street were part of the main highway northbound out of Cedar Falls. Once
Highway 218 was fully complete traffic passing through North Cedar dramatically
declined by 53%. Today, the challenges affecting the potential growth of North
Cedar include lingering impacts of the Highway 218 bypass on local businesses, a
small trade area, perception of the neighborhood as isolated and removed from the
remainder of Cedar Falls, and a drop in population and households primarily due to
the extensive flooding in 1993, 1999, and 2008.
Despite these challenges, North Cedar Falls and Center Street have many attributes
that affect the potential for growth including access to extensive parks and trails
along the Cedar River, strong reputation of the North Cedar Elementary School,
convenient access to Highway 218, room for growth, and a stock of well-maintained,
affordable homes.
The purpose of this study is to create a design framework plan for the North Cedar
Area which includes the Center Street Corridor, and the East District or “Cedar City”
area. This study builds on the recommendations for future redevelopment, floodplain
regulations, and the appearance of the Center Street Corridor defined by the Northern
Cedar Falls Reuse and Redevelopment Visioning Plan prepared by a Citizens Advisory
Committee following the severe Cedar River flooding that occurred in June of 2008.
This study also builds on the recommendations defined through the Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA) technical assistance program to strengthen neighborhoods.
The outcomes from the EPA study include recommendations pertaining to land
use, smart growth, zoning and sub-division issues, as well as, key regulations or
policies that will support a coordinated public investment to foster economic and
environmental benefits that ultimately strengthen the surrounding neighborhoods.
The EPA conducted a public workshop in October 2009 to gather input and discuss
ways to improve the Center Street corridor through smart growth techniques.
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Objectives
•

Create a Design Framework Plan or “kit of parts” to guide public and private
improvements

•

Integrate public and private improvements into a mutually supportive plan
consistent with the vision of the community.

•

Develop a realistic 20-25 year plan based on solid population estimates,
market research and traffic projections

•

Create a special area plan to be adopted as part of the comprehensive plan

This framework plan is the result of a 10 month interdisciplinary collaboration
between the North Cedar Advisory Committee, City Staff and Consultants. The plan
integrates natural systems, construction methods and utilitarian needs in a low
impact, sustainable, and artful manner. “Complete Streets” principles have been
applied to the street network to maximize the efficiency of pubic infrastructure and
the ability of pedestrians, motorists and bicyclists to function compatibly within all
appropriate corridors.
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A. Market Overview
The primary objective of the Market Overview is to assist with developing a realistic
20-25 year Land Use Plan. Following is an outline of the key growth projections:

Housing. North Cedar is forecasted to continue to lose population and households
during 2010-2020. During the 2020s, North Cedar is forecasted to grow once again,
adding an estimated 89 households or 225 persons. Through 2030, it is estimated
that land will be needed for 180 to 200 new homes.

•
•
•

Land Use Plan Recommendations:
•

Reduced the amount of residential and commercial land uses to reflect
the extent of the floodplain, buyout areas, limited projected growth,
and limited availability of sewer and water. The total area designated for
residential expansion can accommodate 300 to 380 additional single
family lots within walking distance of the commercial areas along Center
Street and well beyond the projected 180 to 200 units needed by 2030.

•

Mixed-Use designation is concentrated along Center Street in the Hamlet
Area despite the projection that modest household growth could only
support another 900-1,000 sf of retail space in 10 years. The Mixed-Use
designation is concentrated along Center Street in the Hamlet Area to
foster a strong sense of place, as well as encourage compact development
patterns and efficient infrastructure design in the long term.

Commercial. Modest household growth could support another 900-1,000 sf of
retail space in 10 years. There is not enough demand to support additional office
space.
Industrial. Center Street has abundant supply of older industrial buildings. The new
industrial park near Highway 218 will capture any future demand for industrial space.
B. Land Use
Both the 2002 Comprehensive Plan and the Land Use plan generated through the EPA
workshops designated a significant amount of land for commercial and residential
expansion in the North Cedar Area. The historic flood events of 1993, 1999 and
2008 damaged a significant number of homes in the North Cedar and East Districts.
In response, the City of Cedar Falls initiated a Flood Buy-out Program. The flood
buy-outs referenced are those that occurred following the 1993 and 1999 flooding
(not due to 2008 flooding). The City purchased approximately 180-plus homes in the
1990’s /2000’s, and will add on to that with almost another 200 homes as a result of
the 2008 flood. It is anticipated that buy-outs will continue in the floodplain areas
as funding becomes available, which could result in further erosion of the housing
and population base. In response to these forces the amount of land designated
for commercial and residential uses will be reduced in a manner that reinforces the
“Hamlet“ character of the North Cedar Neighborhood and the following design
principles:
•
•
•
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Foster a distinct, attractive community with a strong sense of place
Preserve open space, natural beauty and critical environmental areas
Encourage compact development patterns and efficient infrastructure design

Provide a mixture of land uses
Create a range of housing choices
Create walkable neighborhoods
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C. Parks, Trails, and Open Space
In numerous ways the identity of the North Cedar Neighborhood and the East District
is directly tied to the close relationship with the natural environment of the Cedar
River valley. Both districts are situated between an abundance of significant natural
resources, open space, and recreational assets including Black Hawk Park, Big Woods
Park, George Wyth State Park, and over 27 miles of recreational trails.

North Cedar Neighborhood/Hamlet District
Objectives
The primary objectives for the North Cedar Neighborhood Parks, Trails and Open
Space Plan are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create an interconnected parks, trails and open space system
Create more linkages from the neighborhoods to the regional trails
Encourage non-motorized transportation choices by providing a finer grain
of neighborhood connections to the broader regional network of trials.
Provide more small parks to serve the North Cedar community.
Preserve open space, natural beauty and critical environmental areas
Plan for trail connections to the North Cedar commercial area and downtown.
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Parks ,Trails and Open Space Plan Recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The buyout properties are integrated into the plan as “naturalized” open
spaces and pocket parks
A network of bicycle facilities is recommended to provide a safe
interconnected system on neighborhood streets and within future parks.
A community park is proposed west of Center Street in the Hamlet Area
District
Neighborhood parks are proposed within walking distance of all homes in
the residential expansion area north of Lone Tree Road.
An exercise park is proposed adjacent to the south side of the open space
at North Cedar School.
A continuous mixed use trail is proposed along Center Street from downtown
to the north end of the Hamlet Area District and beyond.
Trail head at Cottage Row Road and Center Street to mark the confluence
of bike trails, create a gateway monument for North Cedar and to provide
an orientation point and resting area for trail users.
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East District
Parks Trails and Opens Space Plan
The primary objective for the East District is to create an open space plan that knits
together the patchwork of publicly owned properties, and integrates flood buyout
properties and other contiguous properties for open space and recreational benefit.

Recommendations
Following are key design recommendations for Center Street within the Hamlet
Area District:
•
•

Recommendations
Expand system of interconnected waterways
Refurbish the existing railroad underpass to provide a north/south trail link
Remove unneeded streets and utilities.
Incorporate a disc golf course, soccer fields, an open park and sports field
area, and community gardens
Connect trails to regional networks

•

D. Center Street Roadway, Trails & Streetscape
It is critical that Center Street functions as an efficient segment of public transportation
infrastructure which accomodates motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists while
improving the Corridor as the gateway to North Cedar, a vital link to downtown and
a catalyst for reinvestment in the neighborhood.

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Include a 10 foot wide mixed use trail on the west side to accommodate
pedestrians, roller bladers and recreational bicyclists.
Widen lanes to 15 feet to include shared lane for advanced and commuter
bicyclists.
Incorporate a 6 foot wide sidewalk on the east side to provide safe,
continuous pedestrian access throughout the corridor, to businesses, North
Cedar School and residents on the east side.
Re-establish the stormwater system of drainage swales, culverts, infiltration
areas, and catch basins.
Add lighting, street trees, green boulevards, benches, and other streetscape
elements
Incorporate curbs to reduce the clear zone and improve intersection
appearances
Incorporate sidewalk bump outs and improve crosswalks at key intersections.
Consolidate access points where possible.
Add private parking lot buffers and storm water catchment areas

Primary Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
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Improve the sense of connection to Downtown and the rest of Cedar Falls
Provide safe, direct, and appealing bicycle connections for riders of all abilities
between the schools, parks, North Cedar Neighborhood, and Downtown
Define streetscape treatments that reinforce a positive, genuine and
memorable identity
Slow speeds on Center Street where possible
Improve storm water management along the Corridor
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Floodway District
Roadway, Streetscape and Trails Design
Center Street in the Floodway District provides the only vital link across the flood
plain between North Cedar, Downtown and the rest of Cedar Falls. This approximate
1 mile segment is in the Cedar River floodway where no development can occur. This
segment also provides access to the many natural areas, trails and parks along the
river, and serves local business with a route for customers and deliveries.
The challenge is how to incorporate a trail and streetscape elements within a relatively
tight street cross section in a cost effective manner that will meet the design objectives
while not impairing the engineered embankments and the flooding characteristics of
the area. The intent is not to reconstruct Center Street, but to add elements without
compromising its structural integrity.

Recommendations
•

•

•

•

•

Reduce the speed limit from 45 To 35 mph and add curbing.
The clear zone may be reduced to 1.5 feet behind the curb. Without the
curb the clear zone will be 14 feet. The reduced clear zone will enable
trees, lighting and other streetscape elements to be located closer to the
street on top of the embankment. This in turn will define a greater sense of
enclosure which will assist with slowing traffic and creating a safer and more
aesthetically appealing link between Downtown and North Cedar.
Determine the most appropriate alternative for a mixed use trail based on
hydrological analysis, more detailed topographical survey, value engineering,
and IDNR recommendations.
Floodway landscape treatments are proposed to include a more naturalized
approach with clusters of overstory trees and massings of wild flowers,
grasses, and shrubs.
Consolidate access points where possible to improve the safety and
appearance of the corridor access. Access points should be consolidated
and narrowed where possible.
Add private parking lot buffers and storm water catchment areas within the
parking lots fronting the street.
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Type and Character of Streetscape Elements
A flexible, cohesive palette of streetscape elements is recommended within the public
realm along Center Street, cross streets and pedestrian linkages. The elements will
help create a memorable district within the City as well as bolster North Cedar’s
identity and link with Downtown. The streetscape should build on Cedar Falls’ history
of incorporating public art created by local or regional artists to enrich parks and
streets within the city.
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E. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
The EPA Next Steps outline from October 2009 recommends continuing discussions
with Iowa DED staff about support for an early-stage “Main Street” program for North
Cedar, to help residents and business owners to start thinking of the Center Street
corridor as a market district and destination. The strategy involves four interdependent
components that lay the foundation for long term successful community based
economic and physical redevelopment. The four components include:
•
•
•
•

Public improvements
Design and planning tools,
Community organization and promotion
Redevelopment strategies

1. PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
This section includes action steps that should be considered to integrate the improvements into an ongoing and community building strategy and to gain the most
benefit from transportation, streetscape and other public improvements.
1. Coordinate objectives with all City departments
2. Place projects in the 5-year Capital Improvements Program
3. Align the development project review and approval process, and funding or site
selection decisions for public projects, with the Iowa Green Streets Criteria
4. Coordinate staging and funding sources
5. Refine Phase One design and engineering of improvements
6. Perform engineering and hydraulic analysis of proposed improvements for Center
Street in the Floodway District.
7. Define a maintenance strategy for each project

2. DESIGN AND PLANNING TOOLS
This section focuses on establishing the design and planning tools recommended to
foster a built environment that reflects the values and expectations of the participants
in this planning process.
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Recommendations:
1. Adopt this document as an addendum to the Comprehensive Plan.
2. Define and adopt design guidelines
3. Amend the Zoning Ordinance to Include a form based overlay district.
A form based code is the most effective and legally sound way for city staff to
administer design standards

3. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND PROMOTION
Within the next year it is important to maintain the interest and momentum that
was generated as part of the planning process, Focus energy and the community
toward the same goal, and to establish the organizational and planning tools to
foster involvement over time. These short term steps include:

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan

Recommendations:
1. Establish the “ North Cedar Advisory Group ”.
2. Continue discussions with Iowa DED staff about support for an early-stage
“Main Street” program for North Cedar,
3. Define roles in redevelopment:
The proposed Center Street Alliance should determine its role in redevelopment
such as, offering financial incentives, assembling properties, soliciting
development proposals and marketing each site.
4. Implement simple, short term seed projects such as:

5. POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES:
This section is intended to provide a preliminary outline of potential state and federal
funding options the city could consider for public improvements and redevelopment
projects.

a. Establish Action Committees.
b. Implement simple, short term seed projects:
• Refine Design Guidelines
• Collaborate with city staff to create Center Street Overlay Zoning District
• Short term or interim streetscape improvements
• Private parking lot buffers and stormwater improvements

4. REDEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES
In order to maintain a solid economic base and to be prepared for changing
market conditions and potential redevelopments, a long term strategy should be
considered. The strategy should include the following:

Recommendations:
1. Define the City’s role in redevelopment:
2. Define a redevelopment strategy for each site:
3. Consider redevelopment financial incentives such as tax increment financing
and /or Tax Abatement.
4. Assemble parcels where possible
5. Solicit development proposals

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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Introduction
Prior to the early 1990s, the North Cedar Neighborhood and Center Street were part
of the main highway northbound out of Cedar Falls. Center Street played many roles
including the neighborhoods commercial corridor as well as the only connection to
Downtown and to communities such as Waverly and Charles City to the north. During
this time traffic counts along Center Street were measured as high as 13,600 daily car
trips. This level of traffic helped support a variety of businesses that were dependent
on high visibility and convenience. Once Highway 218 was fully complete traffic
coming from communities to the north and passing through North Cedar dramatically
declined by 53% or 6,400 daily trips in 2005.
As a result, North Cedar also has some challenges that affect the potential for growth
including the lingering impacts of the Highway 218 bypass on local businesses, a
small trade area, perception of the neighborhood as isolated and removed from the
remainder of Cedar Falls, and a drop in population and households.
Despite these challenges, the North Cedar Neighborhood and Center Street have
many attributes that affect the potential for growth and new development including:
 Access to the extensive parks, trails and natural areas along the Cedar River
 Strong reputation of the North Cedar Elementary School
 Small town character
 Convenient access to Highway 218 via Lone Tree Road
 Room for growth or expansion
 Stock of well-maintained, affordable housing
 Strong community identity (sense of pride)
 Examples of successful new residential subdivisions
 Potential growth in nearby industrial park

Purpose:

The purpose of this study is to create a design framework plan for the North Cedar
Area which includes the Center Street Corridor, North Cedar Neighborhood, and the
East District or “Cedar City” area. The intent of this plan is to reflect the community’s
values and aspirations in shaping an identity and seizing new opportunities for
improving the area.
This study builds on the recommendations for future redevelopment, floodplain
regulations, and the appearance of the Center Street Corridor defined by the Northern
Cedar Falls Reuse and Redevelopment Visioning Plan prepared by a Citizens Advisory
Committee following the severe Cedar River flooding that occurred in June of 2008.
This study also builds on the recommendations defined through the Environmental
Protection Agencies (EPA) technical assistance program to strengthen neighborhoods.
The outcomes from the EPA study include recommendations pertaining to land
use, smart growth, zoning and sub-division issues, as well as, key regulations or
policies that will support a coordinated public investment to foster economic and
environmental benefits that ultimately strengthen the surrounding neighborhoods.
The EPA conducted a public workshop in October 2009 to gather input and discuss
ways to improve the Center Street corridor through smart growth techniques.
Project Objectives
 Create a Design Framework Plan for the North Cedar / Center Street Area to
Guide public and private improvements
 Integrate public and private improvements into a mutually supportive plan
consistent with the vision of the community.
 Build on the recommendations defined by the Northern Cedar Falls Reuse and
Redevelopment Visioning Plan and the EPA workshops.
 Develop a realistic 20-25 year plan based on solid population estimates, market
research and traffic projections
 Create a special area plan that may be adopted as part of the comprehensive
plan
 Provide recommendations for design framework implementation
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Study Area:

The East District- the area within the floodway known as “Cedar City” defined by
Main Street to the west, Big Woods Park to the North, Highway 218 to the east and
East 1st Street to the south.

BIG WOODS ROAD
LAKE STREET

BIG
WOODS
LAKE

Floodway District
COTTAGE ROW ROAD

East District

West 1st Street- between Main Street and Center Street

LINCOLN STREET

WEST 1ST STREET

West 1st Street District
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CITY OF WATERLOO

Hamlet District

CITY OF CEDAR FALLS

EAST LONE TREE ROAD

AY 218

The Floodway District- the segment of Center Street which transects the Cedar
River Floodway between West 1st Street and Cottage Row Road.

WEST LONE TREE ROAD

HIGHW

The Hamlet District- the heart of the North Cedar Neighborhood north of Cottage
Row Road.

DUNKERTON ROAD

CENTER STREET

The Center Street Corridor is the focus of this study however, the land use and
open space plans consider a much broader area defined by the north and east city
boundaries; West 1st Street to the south , and Black Hawk Park to the west. The
project area has also been sub divided into focus areas or “districts” defined by
geographic location, specific issues, role in the community, natural features, and/or
development patterns. The districts include:

EAST 1ST STREET

UNI
Loop
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Project Approach

growth and stability by providing accessible and efficient connections between
residences, schools, parks, public transportation, offices, and retail destinations.

Collaborative Process
This framework plan is the result of a 10 month interdisciplinary collaboration between
the North Cedar Advisory Committee, City Staff and Consultants. The North Cedar
Advisory Committee was created to oversee the recommendations and strategies that
evolve from this process. The Advisory Committee consisted of key representatives of
the past citizen advisory committee, business and property owners, City Council, and
the community at large to nurture a responsive plan and a core group of advocates
to implement the various improvement strategies overtime.

Define Design Framework Plan for the Corridor
The framework plan will guide public and private redevelopment and improvements to
the public realm to reinforce each other and be integrated into a mutually supportive
plan. The framework plan illustrates the intent of the design principles and future
improvements consistent with the vision for North Cedar.

The key components of the approach include:

Identify Expectations and Real Estate Market Conditions
The ultimate success of the North Cedar/Center Street Corridor Plan will be achieved
by capturing the realistic opportunities available in the market. A market study has
been completed as part of this plan that defines what businesses and residential
opportunities may be available to the corridor. We will integrate the projected
commercial, office, industrial and residential uses into the corridor framework plan
in a manner which will maximize market synergy and reinforce smart growth, urban
design, and economic development objectives.
Environmental and Economic Sustainability
The built landscape should not be an assault on nature, but rather be a collaboration
with it. The North Cedar plan will seek to integrate natural systems, construction
methods and utilitarian needs in a low impact, sustainable, and artful manner. This
approach will build economic value over time by reinforcing and conserving unique
natural and cultural community assets.

Palette of Streetscape Amenities and Artwork
A flexible palette of streetscape elements are proposed to be used within the public
realm, not only along Center Street, but also along the cross streets and pedestrian
linkages, to create a memorable district within the City.
The approach builds on Cedar Falls’ history of incorporating public art created by
local or regional artists to enrich the streetscape. These pieces should emphasize
unique aspects of the Corridor’s history, icons, people and spirit of the place, and
could be incorporated into the design of gateways, district monuments, medians, and
gathering places or transit stops.
Decision Making Framework
The Framework Plan and design elements have been compiled into this document
to guide implementation of the recommended strategies and improvements This
plan should be used as a “kit of parts” and a framework to guide future decisions
regarding public and private improvements in the Center Street Corridor.

Balance Transportation Modes for Functionality
“Complete Streets” principles have been applied to the street network to maximize the
efficiency of pubic infrastructure and the ability of pedestrians, motorists and bicyclists
to function compatibly within all appropriate corridors. According to the National
Complete Streets Coalition, increased levels of pedestrian and bicycling activity and
other street changes improve business sales as well as attract new development. A
balanced transportation system that treats all users equally can bolster economic
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Background

The following documents having a bearing on the project have been reviewed to gain an
understanding of the issues and strategies and to build on the recommendations for future
redevelopment, floodplain regulations, and the appearance of the Center Street Corridor:

 Identify opportunities to maintain or improve the quality and function of natural areas
and water resource features in previously developed areas, or areas yet to be developed.

 Rank and prioritize sites for possible public acquisition, conservation easements, or
similar measures.

 Environmentally Sensitive Lands Survey

 Guide policy development

 Northern Cedar Falls Reuse and Redevelopment Visioning Plan

 Enable protection, connection and restoration of important natural areas

 Environmental Protection Agencies Technical Assistance Program

 Provide information for parks, open space, trails, and greenway planning

 Cedar Falls Final Next Steps Memo

CITY OF CEDAR FALLS ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE LANDS
SURVEY
Bonestroo, November 2007

This Environmentally Sensitive Lands Survey (ESLS) provides a solid set of information that can
be used to guide a variety of land use planning efforts and policy decisions.
To accomplish this, the city retained Bonestroo in spring of 2007 to conduct a field-based
survey of natural areas and water resource features within the city and the area approximately
one mile west of the current city limit.
The Goals and Objectives for this project were to:

 Identify and survey significant natural areas, and gather on-the-ground data where
property access was available.
• open space with public value
• natural areas with restoration potential

 Field survey natural areas using a proven natural community classification and qualitative
ranking methodology (the Minnesota Land Cover Classification System (MLCCS))

 Conduct an evaluation of water resource features such as floodplains, floodways,

Environmentally Sensitive Areas

wetlands and streams.
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Within most communities there is a strong interest on the part of citizens to maintain a
high quality of life. The preservation of natural communities and open spaces is an important
component of this goal. Such areas provide opportunities for active and passive recreation,
wildlife habitat, scenic vistas and buffers between developed areas, and can serve as
landmarks or distinguishing features for the local community. It has also been shown that
property values increase in close proximity to natural open spaces, and that effective planning
for natural resources can benefit all parties.
The Cedar Falls ESLS will serve as a tool to effectively manage and protect natural resources
while allowing appropriate growth to occur.
Natural Areas of High and Moderate Quality
High and moderate quality natural areas are sites that demonstrate one of several significant
characteristics, including natural area quality, aesthetics, or other features. These high quality
sites should be considered for protection and/or management using appropriate tools, such
as ordinances, park dedication, conservation easement, or similar. For the North Cedar/
Center Street Corridor plan area the high and moderate quality areas occur mostly within the
protected floodway and out of areas that may be impacted by future development.

Recommended Actions, Programs, Policies Initiatives to Promote
the Reuse and Redevelopment of Northern Cedar Falls
Development - General
 Provide incentives to assist flood-impacted property owners

 Development program to assist with land swaps within North Cedar (swapping floodprone properties for land outside the flood plain)

 Provide incentives/assistance to stimulate new development and economic growth in
North Cedar outside the flood plain

 Maintain nice look and feel of the area
Residential
 Establish goal to provide at least as many lots outside the flood plain in North Cedar as
were lost through flooding, as a means of providing a location to relocate residents from
existing flood-impacted areas

 Increase supply of affordable housing, including single-family, duplex, and possibly
condominium development

NORTHERN CEDAR FALLS REUSE AND REDEVELOPMENT VISIONING
PLAN, October 1, 2008, facilititated by Jeff Schott, Institute of Public Affairs, University of
Iowa

The City of Cedar Falls requested the Institute of Public Affairs (IPA) to assist the Citizens’
Visioning Committee for the Reuse and Redevelopment of Northern Cedar Falls with
accomplishing its mission and objectives as established by the Cedar Falls City Council.
The mission of the Citizens’ Visioning Committee for the Reuse and Redevelopment of
Northern Cedar Falls is to recommend to the Cedar Falls City Council a proposed “vision” for
the reuse and redevelopment of Northern Cedar Falls. The Committee’s recommendations can
be utilized by a planning consultant to prepare land use and infrastructure development plans
as a part of a “River Corridor Redevelopment Master Plan”.
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Commercial
 Encourage attraction of potential new commercial businesses

 Provide incentives (such as TIF) to promote commercial development in North Cedar
Appearance
 Develop program of targeted code enforcement:
• Target non-flood areas immediately
• Target abandoned properties immediately
• Target flood-impacted areas after buy-out process

 Center Street streetscape
Education
 Convey to School Board importance of North Cedar Elementary School to neighborhood
vitality
 Encourage School Board to make improvements to North Cedar Elementary School
 Evaluate feasibility of city-school land swaps/acquisition to expand building/grounds/
play area/parking

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan

 Evaluate feasibility of joint city-school effort to develop large playground/park with
improved drainage

 Establish sidewalk routes between school and designated areas
Infrastructure Improvements (listed in order of priority)
 Evaluate creative methods (including grants) to extend sanitary sewer and water lines to
reduce costs to property owners

 Improve storm water management/drainage system – address areas with standing water
 Center St improvements – resurfacing, sidewalk, landscaping, street lighting, trails
 Continue program of asphalt resurfacing of area streets
 Extend trunk sewer at city cost to serve properties outside of flood plain – local collectors,
laterals, service lines will be extended at property owners’ cost
Parks/Open Space/Recreation

 Work to establish North Cedar as a recreation destination
 Purchase and consolidate properties in 100-year flood plain and convert to open space,
wetlands, community gardens, etc.

 Establish rain gardens at selected locations
 Select flood plain properties to be acquired with city funds where open space support
facilities (pavilions, restrooms, lift stations, etc.) needed

 Maintain current look and feel of area parks/open space/recreation areas
 Add park/playground space in conjunction with residential development in North Cedar
 Potential parks/open space/recreation areas – Lincoln Street, Lake Street

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCIES TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM, by: ICF International,
The Center Street Corridor is part of an Environmental Protection Agencies (EPA) technical
assistance program to strengthen neighborhoods. The outcomes from the EPA study include
recommendations pertaining to land use, smart growth, zoning and sub-division issues,
as well as, key regulations or policies that will support a coordinated public investment
to foster economic and environmental benefits ultimately strengthen the surrounding
neighborhoods. The EPA conducted a public workshop in October 2009 to gather input and
discuss ways to improve the Center Street corridor through smart growth techniques.
The ICF team examined relevant plans, codes, flood-related policies, buy-out program
considerations, and other related local and regional guidelines to identify barriers to focused
redevelopment of selected corridors (and the buildings and neighborhoods surrounding them),
as well as opportunities for better enforcement and interagency coordination to achieve the
community’s desired outcomes. The ICF Team also considered potential changes to codes,
policies, and programs that might better position the corridors and city for public or private
investment and redevelopment.
To help identify which existing Cedar Falls codes, plans, and other guidelines either conform
to or impede coordination with state policies (and potential for funding), we reviewed
Cedar Falls policies in context with the Iowa Green Streets Criteria (which are used in
funding decisions for the Iowa Department of Economic Development Housing Fund, CDBG
Community Facilities and Services Fund, and Main Street Iowa Challenge Grant projects). The
Green Streets strategies are intended to enhance affordable housing, community facilities, and
town centers, while increasing resource efficiency and reducing environmental impacts. We
also reviewed a Rebuild Iowa Office (RIO) green paper “Recovering from the Storms, Planning
for the Future: A Safer, Smarter, Stronger Iowa”, which outlines proposed Iowa Smart Growth
Principles, an action plan and strategies, and a framework for an integrated state-regionallocal planning system. The RIO green paper noted that Iowa is one of only three states that
does not include a list of required local comprehensive plan elements in state code.
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Policy Review Findings
Each of these primary or technical documents (when adopted) officially directs the development
of Cedar Falls, while the vision documents – largely created with assistance from the City and
policymakers – may have no official standing but embody strong community consensus. Like
most communities, some of these documents are outdated, with the recent flood’s impacts
underscoring the need for updates.
Comprehensive Land Use Plan (2002-2022)
In order to fully integrate smart growth and sustainable development goals into City programs,
processes, and development and investment decisions, the Comprehensive Land Use Plan
(Comp Plan) should be updated to 1) get consensus on a broad community vision; 2) outline
a set of goals and objectives to guide planning and investment decisions; 3) incorporate (or
establish a process for creating) more specific framework plans for areas like downtown, the
riverfront, Center Street/North Cedar, the University Ave and First Street Corridors, College
Hill, and large planned PUD areas; and 4) include a clear implementation plan (short, mid,
and long-term) with specific actions and named lead agencies/departments/stakeholders
responsible for each strategy.
When updating the Comp Plan and related documents to incorporate smart growth and
sustainability policies, it could be useful to organize the document according to established
principles, such as the generally recognized smart growth principles, the Iowa Green Streets
Criteria, or the emerging US HUD/DOT/EPA livability principles. While most communities and
states prefer to use their own language, following an established set of principles can help
ensure key issues are addressed. The smart growth principles include:
1.

Provide a variety of transportation choices

2.

Mix land uses

3.

Create a range of housing choices

4.

Create walkable neighborhoods

5.

Encourage community and stakeholder collaboration

6.

Foster distinct, attractive communities with a strong sense of place

7.

Make development decisions predictable, fair and cost effective

8.

Preserve open space, farmland, natural beauty and critical environmental areas

9.

Strengthen and direct development towards existing communities
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10. Encourage compact development patterns and efficient infrastructure design
The Comp Plan should be measured against these principles, to begin to
illustrate Cedar Falls’ identity, character and sense of place, and set a framework for reinforcing them. Our initial review of the Comp Plan (and related documents)
against the numbered principles above highlighted the following issues:

WA 4-48 CEDAR FALLS FINAL NEXT STEPS MEMO,
by: ICF International, December 4, 2009

North Cedar Public Workshop
This memo focuses largely on the North Cedar/Center Street area, based on results from
the public workshop and ensuing policy discussions. The priorities discussed and presented
by small groups at the public workshop fell into three general sets of desired community
features:
Safety & transportation choice

 Safer bike and walk routes to school, parks and downtown
 Slower speeds on Center Street
 Improved street crossings (medians, roundabouts) at key intersections
Placemaking

 Hamlet-style “Main Street” district
 Roundabout and signage as “gateway” features
 Creating identity and beautification through street trees, banners, lights, etc.
Community Revitalization & Amenities

 Revitalized commercial buildings
 Buyout properties “naturalized” as open spaces and pocket parks
 Redevelop key parcels (e.g. Western/Center and Clair/Center Sts.)
 Housing options (affordable, retirement, etc.)

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan

The next steps that follow are organized into short, medium, and long-term actions, with
the understanding that this initial sorting should be reviewed by staff and policymakers and
adjusted as needed .
Short-term actions (1 to 2 years)
Both public and policymakers at the workshops agreed that a focus on the North Cedar
neighborhood and Center Street corridor is the most critical short-term action. The short-term
North Cedar strategy would help jump-start a mid-term sustainable recovery for the northern
area, while serving as a longer-term model for revitalization of other corridors throughout
Cedar Falls.

Existing Connections Analysis

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan

Mid-term actions (2 to 5 years)
Adopt a Framework Plan for North Cedar, based on design concepts and guidelines to be
developed during the North Cedar/Center Street planning process. Continue to fund and
construct Center St. improvements – streetscape, sidewalks and street trees, parking, signage,
lighting, drainage, etc. – as determined in North Cedar Plan. Fund and construct new trails
along lower Center St. from the Hamlet District to the Cedar River Bridge.
Long-term actions (5 to 10 years)
Revise the Municipal Code and Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances, design guidelines, and
other standards to conform to the new Comprehensive Plan vision, goals, and policies.
Incorporate Smart Growth Policies in the Comprehensive Plan as well as in the Zoning
and Subdivision Ordinance and street standards. Apply new codes and standards to all
development proposals, but particularly in new growth areas, focused plan areas such as the
North Cedar Area, redeveloping corridors, and large-scale subdivisions and PUDs.

Proposed Hamlet Overlay Area
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CHAPTER III

Design Prinicples

Integrate a Network & Hierarchy of Street Treatments

 Treat Center Street as part of the open space system… not as a barrier
 Accommodate alternative forms of transportation

The design principles, goals and objectives serve as a foundation on which the North Cedar
Neighborhood Plan is based. These urban design principles have been derived through the
community participation process and common tenets for livable communities. These principles
are essential to maintain a viable and livable community, as well as a memorable place.

 Define a hierarchy of treatments for different districts, approach routes, commercial and
residential streets

 Maximize the efficiency of pubic infrastructure and the ability of pedestrians, motorists
and bicyclists to function compatibly within all appropriate corridors

Many of the design principles presented in this chapter strive to form a positive image of the
North Cedar Corridor through improvement of the public realm and streetscape. The design of
parks and open space, street corridors, parking lots, sidewalks, signs, landscaping, streetscapes,
and the interrelationship between differing land uses shape the public realm. These principles,
applicable to both public and private development, coupled with the objectives outlined in
each chapter, drove the creation of the framework plan.

Develop a Diverse Critical Mass of Activity with a Compact Mixture of Uses

 Create a vibrant community and stimulate market synergy by concentrating a variety of
office, retail, residential, civic, and cultural uses within a walkable distance

 Provide choices in housing, shopping, recreation, transportation, and employment.
Variety creates lively neighborhoods and accommodates residents in different stages of
their lives.

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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Define a Framework & Hierarchy of Vibrant Public Spaces and Linkages

 Provide parks and plazas for a variety of uses and a focus for community gatherings
 Create pedestrian friendly linkages within a 5 to 10 minute walk of the core of North
Cedar neighborhood

 Open spaces & streets provide a framework for redevelopment
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Encourage Site Design and Architecture to Reinforce the Community Vision
 Reinforce a compact “Main Street” development pattern through proper placement of
buildings and parking facilities

 Place buildings to reinforce streetscapes, open spaces, pedestrian accessibility, and
provide convenient parking buffered from view

 Promote design excellence which is an essential foundation of successful and healthy
communities.

Foster Environmental and Economic Sustainability
 Integrate the principles of smart growth, urbanism, and green building to create a
sustainable redevelopment plan

 Infill development along the corridor to take advantage of existing services and
infrastructure

 Include micro basins, rain gardens, street tree filters, permeable pavements, depressed
parking lot islands and other low impact storm water treatments where possible

 Encourage the use of green roofs, cradle to cradle materials, and energy efficient
construction techniques

 Meet minimum standards for LEED new buildings and neighborhood design
 Encourage people to walk, bike, and use public transit to reduce traffic congestion,
protect the environment and encourage physical activity

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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CHAPTER IV - FRAMEWORK PLAN - SECTION A:

Land Use

Both the 2002 Comprehensive Plan and the Land Use plan generated through the EPA
workshops designated a significant amount of land for Commercial and Residential expansion
in the North Cedar Area. One of the primary objectives of this study is to refine a 20 to
25 year land use plan based on the land use plans based on based on solid population
estimates, market research and traffic projections. Adjustments to the land use plan are also
recommended to reinforce the “Hamlet “ character of the North Cedar Neighborhood. The
principles include:

 Provide a mixture of land uses from residential to commercial and office use
 Create a range of housing choices
 Create walkable neighborhoods
 Foster a distinct, attractive community with a strong sense of place

situated on typical urban lots with city sewer and water service, there are several areas with
homes on larger lots that have views of the Cedar River or its adjacent low-lying areas. In
2008, there was a historic flood that damaged a significant number of homes in the North
Cedar neighborhood many of which are still waiting to be demolished.

Flood Buy-out Program
The historic flood events of 1993 and 2008 damaged a significant number of homes in the
North Cedar and East Districts. In response, the city of Cedar Falls initiated a Flood Buy-out
Program. There are approximately 140 homes in the targeted area. It is anticipated that buyouts will continue in the floodplain areas as funding becomes available, which could result in
the further erosion of the housing and population base.
The costs for extending utilities to parcels north of Lone Tree Road that are not currently
served is approximately $20,000 to $30,000 per lot. The extensive utility costs are difficult
to absorb into the projected price points likely for housing in the area. Also, septic systems
are not encouraged.

 Preserve open space, natural beauty and critical environmental areas

LEGEND

 Encourage compact development patterns and efficient infrastructure design

Low Density Residential
Medium Density Residential
Mixed Use

Market Overview

The primary objective of the Market Overview is to assist with developing a realistic 20-25
year Land Use and plan. See Appendix for the full Market Overview. Following is an outline
of the key growth projections for housing, commercial and industrial uses within the North
Cedar trade area:

Neighborhood Commercial
Community Commercial
Highway Commercial
500 Year
Flood

Light Industrial
Heavy Industrial

Floodplain

Business Research Park

500 Year
Flood

Semi-Public

Floodplain

Greenbelt

100 Year Flood

Housing

In addition to linking North Cedar to the remainder of Cedar Falls, Center Street is also the
neighborhood’s commercial corridor. There are a wide variety of commercial uses along
Center Street, including office, retail, lodging, restaurants, warehouses, automotive repair, and
manufacturing. Although commercial and industrial uses are scattered all along the roughly
one-mile corridor, key nodes exist at the intersections with Lone Tree Road and Longview
Street.
June 16, 2010
Source: City of Cedar Falls, Schematic Land Use Map, 12/10/07

North Cedar is primarily a residential neighborhood that consists of older, detached singlefamily homes of varying sizes and conditions. Although most homes in North Cedar are

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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 North Cedar has lost both population and households during the 1990s and 2000s. This
is in contrast to Cedar Falls proper, which not only grew in population and households
during both decades, but also had a rate of growth that exceeded Black Hawk County
and the state. This indicates that the engine of growth fueling Cedar Falls has not been
spilling over into North Cedar in recent years.

 North Cedar is forecasted to continue to lose population and households during the
2010s, however, at a much slower rate than compared to the two previous decades.
During the 2020s, North Cedar is forecasted to grow once again, adding an estimated
89 households or 225 persons.

 Through 2030, it is estimated that land will be needed for 180 to 200 new homes
 Preliminary plat for Fox View Estates III will meet lot needs for at least 5 years
 Most demand will be for detached, single-family homes that can accommodate growing
families

 North Cedar has an aging housing market; single-level, association maintained patio
homes will also be in demand

Commercial
RETAIL

 The retail potential for North Cedar is limited due to the small size of its trade area,
which generally includes the immediate residential neighborhoods. Unfortunately, with
the completion of the Highway 218 bypass, the size of the retail trade area shrunk
dramatically as well as the volume of traffic along Center Street.

 This eclectic mix is the result of two important factors that influence commercial activity
along Center Street. First, nearly half of the commercial properties along Center Street
are more than 50 years old (see Table 4). Commercial properties typically outlive the
economic reason why they were built in the first place. Therefore, over time building
owners must often adapt to new uses in order to keep their properties financially viable.
Also, as commercial properties age, they often have fewer amenities to compete with
newer properties and rents subsequently drop. Many of the businesses in North Cedar
take advantage of the lower rents found in many of the older buildings. For example,
businesses that sell construction materials often need a lot of room to store their
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merchandise, but also require easy access in and out of their properties. In a highly
competitive environment, profits are low and these businesses often seek locations with
lower rent but with good access. Many times older properties in commercial districts
fulfill this need.

 The second important factor influencing commercial activity along Center Street is the
lingering impact of the Highway 218 bypass. Prior to the early 1990s, Center Street
was part of the main highway northbound out of Cedar Falls. Center Street connected
Cedar Falls to communities such as Waverly and Charles City to the north. During this
time, traffic counts along Center Street were measured as high as 13,600 daily car trips.
This level of traffic helped support a variety of businesses that were dependent on high
visibility and convenience. This is why North Cedar has two old highway motel properties.
Once Highway 218 was fully complete traffic coming from communities to the north and
passing through North Cedar dramatically declined. In 2005 when the most recent traffic
counts were completed, Center Street had a daily average traffic count of 6,400 vehicles,
a 53% decline from 1993.

 As a result of the dramatic decline in traffic along Center Street, the types of commercial
activity that can be supported have changed as well. Prior to the bypass, potential
customers of North Cedar businesses could likely come from many miles away since
Center Street was a convenient route to access other parts of Cedar Falls. Now, potential
customers are much more likely to be limited to persons who work or live nearby.
Examples of businesses that successfully serve the local population of North Cedar
include Casey’s, the Chuckwagon restaurant, and Mr. G’s Restaurant and Pub. Other
businesses, though, do not necessarily depend on the local population for business or
high traffic along Center Street. As noted previously, many businesses are attracted to
North Cedar because of the availability of inexpensive space, which is due in part to the
supply of older buildings and the recent change in traffic patterns.

 Plenty of excess retail and office space along Center Street to meet trade area demand
 12 retail/restaurant buildings with 34,000 sf of space
 6 office buildings with 10,500 sf of space
 Modest household growth could support another 900-1,000 sf of retail space in 10
years

 Not enough demand to support additional office space

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan

Proposed Land Use: 2030
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Industrial

 The Industrial and commercial land use areas at Highway 218 and Lone

 Center Street has abundant supply of older industrial buildings
• 15 warehouse buildings with 82,000 sf of space
• 2 manufacturing buildings with 47,500 sf of space
 New industrial park near Highway 218 will capture any future demand for industrial
space
 The industrial zoning districts should be focused near the Highway 218 interchange. The
existing industrial zones in the Hamlet Area are antiquated and not conducive to the
neighborhood plan

Proposed Land Use Plan Recommendations:

Tree Road will remain as indicated on the Land Use Plan. The current land use plan
designates a significant amount of land within the flood zones as commercial uses.
Permanent structures will be limited to areas above the flood level within commercial
areas, however filling is limited while parking could be placed within the floodplain.
Existing commercial structures and lots within the flood plain will be considered a
grandfathered use.

 Mixed-Use designation is concentrated along Center Street in the Hamlet
Area. Despite the projection that modest household growth could only support another
900-1,000 sf of retail space in 10 years the Mixed-Use designation is concentrated along
Center Street in the Hamlet Area to foster a strong sense of place, as well encourage
compact development patterns and efficient infrastructure design in the long term.

 Integrate the buyout properties into the open space plan. The land outside of
the potential 20 year growth should be designated “Agriculture” or “Green Belt.” An
exercise park was added to the south side of the school property. The park will be on
two parcels designated as flood buy-out properties. Access to the park could be from
Clair and Lake Streets.

 Reduced the amount of residential and commercial land uses to reflect the
extent of the floodplain, buyout areas, limited projected growth, and limited availability
of sewer and water. A map of the 100 and 500 year floodplain was overlaid onto the
existing land use plan to illustrate the extent of the flood plain and the impact of the
new Floodplain Zoning Ordinance. The ordinance stipulates that no new subdivisions/
lots and limited filling will be allowed within the 500-year floodplain.

 To encourage compact development patterns and efficient infrastructure
design the area designated for future residential uses is located along the east side of
Center Street where city utilities are readily available. This area represents enough land
to accommodate approximately 180 to 220 single family lots. Residential expansion
area should also include the land north west of the existing neighborhood west of Center
Street and south of Dunkerton Road. The west side of this area will line up approximately
with an extension of Hiawatha Street. This additional area could accommodate
approximately 120 to 160 additional single family lots. The total area designated for
residential expansion can accommodate 300 to 380 additional single family lots within
walking distance of the commercial areas along Center Street and well beyond the
projected 180 to 200 units needed by 2030.
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Hamlet District Proposed Land Use: 2010 - 2030
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Parks, Trails, & Open Space System
This chapter focuses on defining an integrated system of parks, trails and open spaces for the
North Cedar Neighborhood and the East District. In numerous ways the identity of the North
Cedar Neighborhood and the East District are directly tied to the close relationship with the
natural environment of the Cedar River valley. The river corridor and flood plain shape the
edges of these districts and also separates them, both physically and psychologically, from
the rest of Cedar Falls to the south. Both districts are situated between an abundance of
significant natural resources, open space, and recreational assets including Black Hawk Park,
Big Woods Lake, George Wyth State Park, and over 27 miles of bicycle trails. Snag Creek and
Lone Tree Road Trails provide neighborhood links to the regional system including Valley Lakes
Trail, Island Park, Big Woods Park Trail, and Tourist Park ( See Proposed Park System Map)

NORTH CEDAR NEIGHBORHOOD/HAMLET DISTRICT

East District

Snag Creek Trail

Big Woods Lake

Island Park

Objectives:
 Create an interconnected parks, trails and open space systems plan
 Define more linkages from the neighborhoods to the 27 miles of regional trails including
the 8.6 mile Big Woods Loop, 10.1 mile Cedar River Loop, and the 8.4 mile UNI Loop

 Encourage non-motorized transportation choices by providing a finer grain of
neighborhood connections to the broader regional network of trials

 Provide more small parks to serve the North Cedar community
 Preserve open space, natural beauty and critical environmental areas
 Identify trail connections to the North Cedar commercial area and downtown
 Utilize existing street network (where appropriate) for trail extensions (i.e. Lake Street,
Longview Street, Clair Street, Western Avenue, etc.)

 Separate trails/sidewalks along Center Street
 Encourage storm water management/green infrastructure
 Support/or promote walkable residential neighborhoods

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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Parks, Trails and Open Space Plan Recommendations:
Buyout properties “naturalized” as open spaces and pocket parks
The open space plan reflects the Land Use Plan with all parcels within the 500 year flood plain
designated as Open Space and or Green Belt. This results in a large area of future open space
that will be left to naturalize and provide more flood mitigation and preserve natural resources.
Fingers of open space are more directly connected to the neighborhood, particularly into
the Hamlet District between Cedar and Longview Streets providing opportunities to combine
parcels to create more usable park connections.
Network of bicycle facilities
A network of bicycle facilities is recommended to provide a safe interconnected system on
neighborhood streets and within future parks. These facilities will also provide more access
to the regional trail and open space system. The network is proposed to be expanded as
residential development expands to the north on Lone Tree Road.
The appropriate type of bicycle facility may be determined when each street is examined in
more detail. The following options are illustrated and may take on the form of bike boulevards,
shared roads, bike lanes or off road trails.
Community Park
The community park to the west of Center Street in the Hamlet District is currently owned
by the Cedar Falls Utilities and is used for the water tower and electrical utilities. A plan
for future athletic fields must be approved by the CFU Board of Trustees if it is determined
that the open space area south of the water tower could support these uses. The plan will
continue to designate the park as potential sports fields. Access is currently only from the
north along Lone Tree Road. Another access point to the south, perhaps off Lantz Street,
should be pursued in the long term to make the park more immediately accessible to the
surrounding neighborhoods.
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Source: Alta Planning and Design
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Proposed Park System
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Neighborhood Parks
Two new neighborhood parks are proposed within walking distance of all homes in the
residential expansion area north of Lone Tree Road.
Exercise Park
Several buy-out properties are adjacent to the south side of the open space at North Cedar
School. The Advisory Committee recommends expanding the open space and creating an
exercise park. Access and parking could be off Longview and Western Streets
Center Street Bicycle and Pedestrian facilities
A continuous mixed use trail is proposed along Center Street from Downtown to the north
end of the Hamlet District and perhaps beyond. The design of the trail and open space system
is directly related to the transportation system, pedestrian facilities, streetscape and storm
water management. A separate chapter of this document is dedicated to defining options for
integrating these systems into the treatment of Center Street.
Trail Head at Cottage Row Road and Center Street
A trail head is proposed to mark the confluence of bike trails that occurs near the intersections
of Center Street, Clair Street and Cottage Row Road. An expanded area of ROW also exists at
the intersection of Cottage Row Road and Center Street which could provide the space for the
trial head which could include maps, interpretive elements and a rest area. This node could
also act as an entry feature into the Hamlet District.
Snag Creek Trail Connection
An on-street bike path is proposed on Cottage Row Road to link the proposed Center Street
Trail and the existing Snag Creek Trail.

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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Cedar Falls Hamlet Open Space Plan
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North Cedar Open Space Plan at North Cedar School and Clair Street
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EAST DISTRICT: Open Space Plan for Buy Out Areas
Northeast Cedar Falls is one of the oldest inhabited portions of the community. Located north
of the central business district on the north bank of the Cedar River, the area has historically
been referred to as “Cedar City” and is comprised of a mixture of residential, light industrial
and some commercial operations. The area served as the location of one of the City’s early
manufacturers, Clay Equipment, Inc., with other commercial and light industrial uses spread
east of the site along Lincoln Street. The area has attracted affordable housing development.

A majority of the developed portion is served with city infrastructure consisting of sanitary
sewer, water main, gas and electric utilities concentrated from East Main Street boundary
south throughout the residential and commercial areas. Roadways are paved with a variety
of surfacing, including concrete, asphalt and seal coat. The City of Cedar Falls has built an
extensive trail system around Big Woods Lake which connects to the regional system along
Main Street to the west and West Lake Street and big Woods Road to the north.

Historical use of this area for sand and gravel operations has also resulted in small
lakes and ponds. Big Woods Lake to the north was created from a sand and gravel
borrow area mined for the construction of Highway 218/58 Metropolitan Interstate
Substitution Program. Following completion of the highway construction, the lake and
surrounding park land was deeded to the City by the Iowa Department of Transportation.
Additional land was acquired by the City following the extensive flooding of the area
north of the Cedar River in 1993 and in 2008. Federal flood assistance allowed local
residents to participate in the Federal Flood Disaster Relocation Project and City Buy
Out program which has left the City with random parcels throughout the district.
In 1999 the City commissioned Yaggy Colby and Associates to prepare the Northeast Cedar
Falls Recreation and Maintenance Study. This plan was for 600acres around Big Woods Lake
and south to Highway 57. The south portion includes what is referred to in this study as
the East District. The primary elements of the plan influencing the East District include
development of Gateway Park along Highway 57 and the River, a campground to the north
of Independence Road, and a strategic plan for purchasing properties and eliminating roads
and utilities over time.
A new campground has been established at the northeast corner of Big Woods Lake. This
campground was established through a partnership between the City of Cedar Falls and Black
Hawk County Conservation Board. The location of the campground north of Independance
Street as mentioned in the Yaggy Colby report may be developed into a disc golf course.
Existing Conditions
Currently, the East District is comprised of a patchwork of publicly owned parcels interspersed
with a few remaining residential, commercial and light industrial uses. The northern portion
along Independence Road consists generally of undeveloped open space with small back
water areas, and scattered woodlands.
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Figure 3: East District Park
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Objectives:
To achieve an effective long range plan for the area, the City of Cedar Falls has established
the following objectives

 Strengthen the existing Cedar Falls park system within the metropolitan area and
expand this area by developing a long range framework plan

 Provide a manageable and effective long range park master plan concept for this area
of Cedar Falls.

 Create an open space plan that knits together the patchwork of publicly owned
properties, integrates flood buyout properties and other contiguous properties for open
space and recreational benefit.
The proposed plan builds on a plan prepared by Yaggy Colby in 1999, and suggests reintroduction of native plant communities and wetlands, and includes disc golf, soccer fields, softball and baseball fields, as well as community gardens and passive recreation areas. FEMA
stipulates that no structures, including foundations, can be reused for recreational uses and
have to be removed from the buy-out areas.

EAST DISTRICT: Open Space Plan Recommendations:
Interconnected Waterway and Canoe Access
The back water and mined area to the northeast is proposed to be expanded to create an
interconnected water way that will allow users to canoe, kayak or fish this water way from
Snag Creek, to Big Wood Lake and on to George Wyeth State Park
Mining and Expanded Water way
The private parcel that is currently being mined at the northwest quadrant of Lincoln and
Independence Streets will be designated as “current mining area and future public property.”
The area being mined will eventually revert to a large pond.
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Railroad Trail Underpass
Logan Street will be removed north of the Railroad tracks. With Logan Street removed
The only railroad crossing will also be lost when Logan Street is removed. Apparently an
underpass exists just north of the soccer fields which could provide a future trail connection
between the north and south sides of the railroad tracks.
Reintroduce native plant communities and wetlands to compliment existing native
plant communities and in accordance with the recommendations stated in the Cedar Falls
Sensitive Lands Survey.
Remove unneeded Streets and Utilities. A few home owners have decided to not
participate in the buy-out programs. Only those streets should remain that are needed to
serve the park facilities, and remaining homes and businesses.
Lincoln Street will remain as the primary east to west corridor and connection to the east
side of Highway 218.
Disc Golf is proposed north of Lark Lane and east of Big Woods Road. Soccer fields are
proposed on the north and south sides of Lincoln Street near McKinley Street.
Parking lot. A parking area is proposed in the vicinity of Lincoln and Roosevelt Streets to
serve the soccer fields, community gardens, Policemen Park and restored prairie area.
An Open Park and Sports Field Area is proposed in the southwest area near Gateway
Park to provide a large open space for unstructured recreational uses and events.
Community Gardens There is ample space to expand large and small plot community
gardens north of Lincoln and East of Logan Streets.
Connect Trails to Regional Networks. The plan illustrates a network of proposed trails
throughout the open space utilizing existing streets and open spaces between private parcels.
These trails will augment the existing system and provide opportunities to bike, run, walk and
cross country ski in larger loops throughout the area. Trails are also proposed to connect to
South Riverside and Cedar Valley Lakes Trails to the south, as well as, Big Woods Trail to the
west and north. A trail connection is also proposed to go under Highway 218 and connect to
George Wyeth State Park to the East.
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CENTER STREET ROADWAY,
TRAILS, & STREETSCAPE

CHAPTER IV - FRAMEWORK PLAN - SECTION C:

Center Street Roadway, Trails &
Streetscape
This chapter explores opportunities to improve the Center Street Corridor within the Hamlet
and Floodway Districts as the gateway to North Cedar, a vital link to downtown, and a catalyst
for reinvestment in the neighborhood. Alternatives are also explored to design Center Street
as an efficient segment of public transportation infrastructure which balances the ability of
motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists to function compatibly up and down the corridor.
According to the National Complete Streets Coalition, a balanced transportation system that
treats all users equally can bolster economic growth and stability by providing accessible and
efficient connections between residences, schools, parks, public transportation, offices, and
retail destinations.

Objectives
The design of the street in both the Hamlet and Floodway Districts must respond to the
surrounding land-uses, engineering criteria, speed limits, clear zones, stormwater management,
and floodplain regulations, as well as community and business needs. The primary objectives
are as follows:
 Improve the sense of connection to Downtown and the rest of Cedar Falls

 Provide safe, direct, and appealing bicycle connection for all abilities of riders between
the North Cedar Neighborhood, schools, parks and Downtown

 Define streetscape treatments that reinforce a positive, genuine and memorable identity
 Slow speeds on Center Street where possible
 Improve street crossings at key intersections
 Integrate Center Street into the trail and open space system
 Preserve open space, natural beauty and critical environmental areas
 Improve storm water management along the corridor
 Study the feasibility of a roundabout at Lone Tree Road and at West 1st Sreet for traffic
control and as “gateway” features
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Existing Center Street at Green Avenue

“Main Street:” Center Street within the Hamlet District
Center Street is the historic commercial core for the North Cedar Neighborhood particularly
during more prosperous times prior to the construction of Highway 218. The design of
Center Street will play a more significant role in the future to retain existing and attract
new businesses and residents. Although the current market forecast does not anticipate
significant growth in the next 15 to 20 years, now is the time to anticipate future needs of
businesses and residents and to design the streetscape to be a catalyst for reinvestment.
Each improvement, public and private, phased over time, should add to a positive identity and
build toward the “Main Street” environment that is the community vision. Center street has
the potential to become the focus of community life for North Cedar by providing the setting
changing commercial needs such seasonal outdoor dining, sidewalk sales, parallel parking,
public art, and providing space for future transit facilities.
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LONE TR

EE ROAD

Existing Conditions
Street design: Center Street within the Hamlet District has a 66 foot wide Right-of-way
(ROW) and was built as a rural street section with 12 foot wide lanes, 16 foot wide gravel
shoulders and 5 foot wide walkways. Center Street is currently a two-lane roadway with no
turn lanes. The speed limit is 35 mph near the curve in the road as it enters the south end
of the Hamlet area by Cottaqe Row Road. A 25mph Zone has recently been designated
between Thomas and Western Streets to provide a safer area for kids to cross to North Cedar
School.

CENTER ST.

According to the 2002 Comprehensive Plan completed by the City, Center Street is classified
as a Minor Arterial. The 2005 AADT, obtained from IA DOT, is 6,400 vehicles per day. According
to the aforementioned planning level of service table, the roadway is operating at LOS C.
This is an acceptable level for a two-lane undivided rural highway, and does not require
capacity improvements. The traffic volumes were not projected to 2030 volumes because the
community is expected to experience negative growth until approximately 2020 and minimal
growth until 2030.

Existing Street Section in Hamlet Area

Center Street - Hamlet District
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14 foot Clear Zone
According to 2006 Edition of Iowa DOT Roadside Design Guidelines, the clear Zone for 25 to 35 mph streets without a barrier curb is 14 feet wide. The clear zone is measured from the edge of
the driving lane and is intended as a safety zone that must remain free of fixed objects that could injure motorists in the event they lose control of their vehicle and drive off the road. Generally,
the higher the speed the wider the clear zone. This means that lights, large trees, and other streetscape elements that might pose a hazard to drivers cannot be included within the 14 foot clear
zone. Adding a barrier curb allows the clear zone to be reduced from 14 feet to 1 1/2feet behind the curb in the 25 and 35mph segments. Refer to Appendix for design criteria for street widths,
speed limits, clear zones and bike trails.

Existing 14 foot Clear Zone without Curbs

Proposed 1 1/2 foot Clear Zone with Curbs
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Stormwater
The stormwater system was designed to sheet drain across the gravel shoulders into a network
of catch basins, culverts and underground piping. Over time the existing swales that drain to
the catch basins have silted in and/or have been filled to the point that the catch basins and
culverts do not function properly. The end result is that during rain events stormwater has very
few escape routes, leaving standing water throughout the street corridor. A key priority for the
City is to refurbish the stormwater system.

Typical Standing Water and Sidewalk Scenario
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Existing Stormwater System
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Existing and Proposed Storm Sewer
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Proposed Center Street Streetscape Treatments - Western Avenue to Lantz Avenue
Recommendations
Following are design recommendations for Center Street within the Hamlet Area District which
respond to the design objectives. Center Street was originally constructed as a state highway.
Over time the street has been maintained and still is in good condition. It is recommended
that the street remain intact while the other elements listed below are developed and
implemented.

Re-establish the stormwater system of drainage swales, culverts infiltration
areas, and catch basins. The remaining boulevard space should be regraded to drain to

Include a 10 foot wide mixed use trail on the west side to accommodate pedestrians,

the existing catch basins. Stormwater catchment areas such as bio- swales , rain gardens
or depressions in turf areas should be created to promote infiltration prior to draining
into the catch basins. The existing catch basins may have to be raised to allow water to
collect and infiltrate. The catch basins will act as overflow drains if needed for larger storm
events. Culverts will have to be reestablished and/or replaced under driveways for the
complete system to function.

rollerbladers and recreational bicyclists. A trail on the west side will tie into Snag Creek
Trail, the proposed trailhead at Cottage Row Road, and the proposed trail along Center
Street within the Floodway District, without crossing Center Street.

Add lighting, street trees, green boulevards, benches, and other streetscape
elements through out the corridor to strengthen the neighborhood identity, create a

Widen lanes to 15 feet to include shared lane for advanced and commuter
bicyclists. Given the generous boulevard space, a wider shared lane could be created while
still leaving a wide boulevard for streetscape amenities, snow storage and stormwater
infiltration areas.

Incorporate a 6 foot wide sidewalk on the east side to provide safe, continuous
pedestrian access throughout the corridor, to businesses, North Cedar School and residents
on the east side.

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan

more pedestrian scaled and livable environment, calm traffic, and stimulate reinvestment.
A flexible, cohesive palette of streetscape elements should be considered to be used
within the public realm not only along Center Street but also along the cross streets and
pedestrian linkages. The elements will help create a unique identity for North Cedar,
strengthen connections to Downtown and define a memorable district within the City.
The recommended approach to the streetscape treatment builds on North Cedars close
relationship with the Cedar River ecology as well as, Cedar Falls’ history of incorporating
public art created by local artists into the streetscape.
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Proposed Center Street Streetscape Treatments - Lantz Avenue to Lone Tree Road

Incorporate Curbs to Reduce the Clear Zone and Improve Appearance. Adding
a barrier curb allows the clear zone to be reduced from 14 feet to 1 1/2feet behind the curb
in the 25 and 35mph segments. This curb will allow for street trees and other streetscape
amenities to be included within the boulevard between the street and pedestrian zones.
A curb also creates a much more effective streetscape by narrowing the perceived scale of
the street to calm traffic, as well as, providing more protection for pedestrians from errant
vehicles. Curbs will also add more definition to the street edge and a finished look to the
corridor. Openings in the curbs will have to be included to allow for storm water to drain
to infiltration areas, swales and catch basins.
If curbs are incorporated, a wide concrete gutter 3 1/2 to 4 feet could act as the bike
lane. Another option to consider is to designate the through lanes as shared-use lanes
giving advanced bicyclists equal ROW with motorized vehicles. This option will save more
boulevard space for stormwater and streetscape amenities.
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Floodway Issues
Any option involving the addition of curbs, fill, plant materials , and other construction
activity within the floodway, such as trail, stormwater and streetscape improvements,
will require DNR approval and additional hydrological analysis, beyond the scope of this
initiative, to determine the impact on the flow characteristics of the river and structural
soundness of the road embankment.

Incorporate Sidewalk Bump outs and Improve Crosswalks at key intersections.
Sidewalk bump outs, also known as curb extensions and sidewalk bulbs, have several
advantages including creating shorter and safer pedestrian crossings, providing space
for streetscape amenities and trees, narrowing the perceived width of the street to
provide visual cues to motorists to slow down, and space for snow storage, stormwater
infiltration, and future transit stops. Sidewalk bump outs also serve to define on street
parallel parking bays within the commercial areas
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Consolidate access points where possible, particularly in the commercial areas to
simplify turning movements and reduce sidewalk, trail and driveway conflicts.

Add private parking lot buffers and storm water catchment areas within the
parking lots fronting the street. Currently many of the private parking lots are oversized
and include excessive impervious surfaces in areas that are not needed for the parking
or circulation. This adds to excessive runoff and a negative image to North Cedar. Most
parking lots could be redesigned to be more efficient, include more landscaping, and
stormwater catchment areas so the system in the street is not overloaded.

Standards may include “build to lines” so buildings are placed closer to the street to
create a more pedestrian scaled, walkable and inviting environment. Parking should not
be between the sidewalks and buildings and preferably sited in the side yards or behind
buildings. An amenity zone could be included in select areas between the ROW and
future buildings to provide space for storm water collection, landscaping, patios, outdoor
dining, etc.
Mixed Use Ordinance Hamlet District Standards could be further defined and adopted as
part of the upcoming Comprehensive planning and Zoning Ordinance Review.

These improvements must be initiated by the property owner since these elements
described above are outside the public right of way.
.
Gateway monuments are recommended as part of the trailheads proposed at Center
Street and Cottage Row Road as described in the Trails and Open Space chapter. These
monuments are intended to be inscribed with historical flood elevations and include
interpretive graphics of the flood history, community history, ecology and other interesting
information regarding North Cedars relationship with the river and the community. The
base of the monument should be installed at the actual elevation so visitors can get a
sense of the height of the flood waters.
Neighborhood markers are intended to be located at key entry points to the North Cedar
Neighborhood to strengthen the neighborhood identity. The proposed concept is an
abstraction of North Cedars relationship to the river corridor and the rest of Cedar Falls.
Two options are illustrated, one that is a simple layered sign that could be attached to
light poles. The second option includes angled steel I-beam columns which recall the
streetscape elements used within the Parkade in Downtown.

Interpretive Markers are proposed to be located along the trails and in parks and
include information about the history, ecology, and culture of specific places in the
community.

Infill Redevelopment, Neighborhood Design Guidelines and Standards are
suggested in other chapters of this document that are intended to that ensure when
redevelopment occurs that it reinforces a compact urban development pattern and “Main
Street” character envisioned for the Hamlet area.
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Existing Green Avenue
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Proposed Streetscape at Green Avenue
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Existing

Proposed Streetscape in Residential Areas
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Existing

Proposed Trail Streetscape and Overlook at Cottage Row Road
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Lone Tree Road Roundabout in the long term
A roundabout has also been proposed for the intersection of Lone Tree Road and Center Street as a “gateway feature”. This idea grew out of the EPA Workshop. The roundabout could be
incorporated if and when the traffic levels and redevelopment pressure warrants the expense. A conceptual design is shown in the figure below. The roundabout drawn uses generic design
standards. The assumed 130 ft inscribed diameter is a preferred dimension. An inscribed diameter of 110 ft is a minimum dimension that could be used, however the central island then becomes
simply surmountable curb and loses any space for aesthetic appeal. An inscribed diameter of 120 ft may be a better option for this intersection. Based on the drawing shown in Figure 2, an
inscribed diameter of 130 ft will affect the right-of-way at the intersection. A further detailed design will be necessary at this intersection to determine the specific impacts to the intersection.
Pedestrian crossings have not been shown on the figure and are typically placed approximately 20 ft behind the yield line.

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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Phasing Improvements:

Ideally all of the recommended improvements to achieve the ultimate vision for Center Street
would be built as part of one project. However, rarely is that option the case particularly in this
era of negative growth and shrinking funding sources. A phased approach is recommended for
public improvements that could be tailored to the Capital Improvement Plan budgets, available
funds, priorities and logical, practical construction sequencing. Following are possible phasing
scenarios that begin with the minimal functional treatment and add overtime components
as budgets allow. Another approach as recommended by the Advisory Committee would
be to begin with the ultimate vision and then deduct elements if necessary to meet budget
constraints.

•

Adding parking lot buffers and storm water catchment areas within the private
parking lots fronting the street (private investment)

•

Gravel/grass shoulder - regrade to drain to existing storm sewer - open culverts
where needed

•

Parking lot buffer and stormwater infiltration area on private property (private
investment)

Phase One within the Commercial Areas includes:
•

Consolidating access points where possible

•

Adding a 10 foot wide mixed use trail on the west side

•

Adding a 6 foot wide sidewalk on the east side

•

Re-grading the remaining 11 to 15 foot wide gravel shoulder as a drainage swell

•

Maintain the existing pavement width

•

Improving crosswalks

•

Redefine the street edge by adding curbing in select locations
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Phase Two within the Commercial Areas include:
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•

Redefining the street edge by adding curbs and parallel parking with pervious
pavement

•

Building on the phase one improvements by adding green boulevards, bio-swales,
trees, and distinctive pedestrian scaled lights

•

Promoting parking lot buffers and stormwater infiltration areas on private properties
(private investments)

•

Construction of a mulit-use concrete trail

•

Providing parallel parking with pervious pavers. Add as needed with business
expansion

•

Add pedestrian level lighting
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Phase Three within the Commercial Areas includes:
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•

Building on the phase one and two improvements by adding a roundabout at Lone
Tree Road, if development/traffic warrants a roundabout.

•

Locating infill redevelopment closer to the street to create a more pedestrian scaled
place. An amenity zone could be included in select areas between the ROW and
future buildings to provide space for storm water collection, landscaping, patios,
outdoor dining, etc.

•

Extending multi-use concrete trail as needed

•

Parallel parking with pervious pavers as needed
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Phase One within the Residential Areas includes:
•

Adding a 10 foot wide mixed use trail on the west side

•

Adding a 6 foot wide sidewalk on the east side

•

Re-grading the remaining 11 to 15 foot wide gravel shoulder as a drainage swale

•

Maintaining the existing street pavement width

•

Improving crosswalks

•

Constructing a multi-use trail

•

Regrade gravel shoulder to drain to existing storm sewer

•

Constructing the concrete walks

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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Phase Two within the Residential Areas includes:
This phase builds on Phase One improvements by adding curbing and sidewalk bump outs
at intersections, green boulevards, bio- swales , trees, lights and neighborhood monuments.
•
•
•
•
•

Create multi-use trail
Regrade shoulder to drain to existing storm sewer
Regrade stormwater infiltration area to drain to existing storm sewer.
Add small to midsize trees (4” - 6” max. trunk caliper)
Establish break away lights
Incorporate concrete walk
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Phase Three within the Residential Areas:
•
•
•

Add curb and gutter on both sides of street
Create stormwater infiltration area
Consider expanding through lanes to 15’ or designating as shared lanes
for commuters and advanced bicyclists

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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Floodway District Roadway, Streetscape and Trails Design

North Cedar Falls is separated from downtown and the rest of the community by the Cedar
River and its extensive floodplain. Center Street in the Floodway District provides the only
vital link across the flood plane between North Cedar, Downtown and the rest of Cedar Falls.
This segment also provides access to the many natural areas, trails and parks along the river
as well as serves local business with customers and deliveries.
The existing character of Center Street in the Floodway District is much different than that of
the Hamlet Area District. The area south of Cottage Row Road has a more industrial character
because of the prominent presence of a large manufacturing facility and a sand and gravel
operation, as well as excessively wide and numerous driveways for truck movements, the lack
nearby residences, and the open road designed to handle a 45 mph speed limit.

Typical gravel shoulders, numerous access points and drainage culverts

Existing Snag Creek Bridge has space to accomodate mixed-use trail, wide open character
promotes high speeds.
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45 mph Speed Limit and Clear Zones

Existing Conditions
Specific aspects of Center Street that influence the design include:

Narrow Street and Embankment Cross Section
The existing typical cross section of Center Street through the Floodway District includes two
11.5 to 12 foot wide through lanes with 10 ft. wide gravel shoulders atop embankments of
engineered structural fill. The relatively flat area on top of the embankments adds up to only
44 feet to utilize for through lanes, trails and streetscape treatments without resorting to
filling on the slopes. The embankments begin at the edge of the 10 foot wide shoulders. The
pavement is in relatively good condition and is not planned to be replaced within the next 15
to 20 years. All of these characteristics mean the pavement will most likely stay in-place and
any trail and streetscape treatments will require some creative manipulation of the 10 foot
shoulder areas.

The posted speed limit for Center Street within the Floodway Zone is 45mph. This speed
limit has significant impacts on the sense of safety, design criteria, and required clear zones.
The clear zone for the 45mph segment is 22 feet from the edge of the drive lane. This zone
means that lights, large trees, and other fixed streetscape elements that might pose a hazard
to drivers cannot be included within the 22 foot clear zone. From a streetscape design
perspective, the 22 foot clear zone presents a major challenge to create a sense of enclosure
and safety for bicyclists and pedestrians along the street, as well as, an aesthetically
appealing link between North Cedar and Downtown. Refer to Appendix for design criteria
for street widths, speed limits, clear zones and bike trails.

Washouts, Hydrological Analysis and DNR Approval
During the 2008 flood a substantial washout occurred, approximately 3 feet deep by 80 ft.
long, in a high current area on the south side of Center Street. Construction activity within the
floodway will require DNR approval and additional hydrological analysis, beyond the scope of
this initiative, to determine the impact on the flow characteristics of the river and structural
soundness of the road embankment.

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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Existing 45 mph 22 foot Clear Zone without Barrier Curb

35 mph 14’ Clear Zone without Barrier Curb

35 mph 1 1/2 foot Clear Zone with Barrier Curb
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Trail Alignment Alternatives
As with the Hamlet District, the design of the street, trail, streetscape and stormwater treatments must respond to the surrounding land-uses, engineering criteria, speed limits, clear zones, and
floodplain regulations, as well as community and business needs. The primary objectives are to provide a safe, direct, and appealing bicycle connection for all abilities of riders between the North
Cedar Neighborhood, schools, parks and Downtown. The challenge is how to incorporate a trail and streetscape elements within a relatively tight street cross section in a cost effective manner
that will meet the design objectives while not impairing the structural integrity of the engineered embankments.
Following are three options that were explored for a mixed use trail along Center Street within the Floodway Area

Trail Alignment Options in Floodway District

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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Option 1 utilizes the existing park trail within Island Park. This trail connects with the Snag

•

Will require some filling on embankments if streetscape elements are to be included
between the trail and street

•

Will need stormwater facilities to allow water to drain under the trail pavement

Creek trail and will ultimately connect to Center Street at Cottage Row Road.

Pros:
•

Very cost effective solution because it utilizes existing facilities

•

Opens up space next to Center street for other streetscape elements

Cons:
•

Not as direct as other options

•

Sense of safety is compromised for children because they will be out of sight in the
trail portions that wind through the woodlands

Option 2 includes a more direct off road trail at the base of the west slope within the ROW.
Pros:
•

Opens up space next to Center street for other streetscape elements

Cons:
•

Is less cost effective than Option 1 because of the need to grade and construct a
new base and trial.

•

Not as direct as Option 3.

Trail Alternatives within the Right of Way
The Advisory Committees preferences are first for Option 3 and the second preference
is for Option 2. Both are more direct than Option 1 and are located within the Right of
Way. Following are more detailed design alternatives for Options 2 and 3 that explore the
relationship between the speed limit, the associated clear zones, on and off- road bike facilities,
dimensional requirements, stormwater treatments, as well as, the ability to effectively locate
streetscape elements. All three of the following alternatives require reducing the speed limit
from 45 mph to 35 mph, which, as stated before, will reduce the clear zone and provide more
opportunities to meet the design objectives. A summary of estimated costs is included in the
Appendix.

Alternative A: On Street Bike Lanes, No Curb, Mixed-Use Trail at Base of Slope.
The clear zone for a 35mph street is 14 feet without curbs. In this alternative 5 ft. on-street
bike lanes are proposed in each direction, breakaway decorative streetlights are proposed
adjacent to the bike lanes and within the clear zone. Large overstory trees are proposed at
the 14ft clear zone. A 10ft. wide mixed use trail is located at the base of the slope.

Option 3 includes an off street path adjacent to the street. If streetscape elements are to be
included in this option between the trail and street, the speed limit will have to be lowered to
35mph and curbs will have to be incorporated

Pros:

Pros
•

Off-road mixed use trail that is safe, visible, and direct for users of all abilities

•

Direct on-street bicycle route in both directions facilitates travel for advanced cyclists

•

Paved bike lanes will help mitigate the potential for washouts

•

No filling is required on the embankments

•

Alignment is the most direct

•

Stormwater will sheet drain as it currently does of the street

•

Offers the most visibility to younger users

•

Least expensive option of the three.

•

Is the most likely alignment to remain usable during flood events.

Cons

Cons:
•

Is less cost effective than Option 1 because of the need to grade and construct a
new trail

•

Costs will be higher than other options because curbs will have to be added if
streetscape elements are to be included between the trail and street
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•

The trail at the base of the slope may not be usable in times of high water.

•

The sense of enclosure and strteetscape will not be as effective as the other two
options
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Alternative B: On Street Bike Lanes, Curb, Mixed-Use Trail at Base of Slope.

Pros:

This alternative is the same as Alternate A only curbs have been added. With the addition
of curbs the clear zone for a 35 mph street is 1.5 feet behind the curb. In this alternative 5
ft. on-street bike lanes are proposed in each direction, decorative streetlights and over story
trees are located in the boulevard behind the curbs. A 10 ft. wide mixed use trail is located
at the base of the slope.

•

Provides an off-road mixed use trail that is safe, visible, and direct for users of all
abilities

•

Provides a direct on-street bicycle route in both directions for advanced cyclists

•

Paved bike lanes will help mitigate the potential for washouts

•

No filling is required on the embankments

•

Stormwater will drain through curb openings

•

The street will have a more finished look with the curbs

•

The streetscape will be more effective in creating a sense of enclosure and calming
traffic.

Cons:
•

Curbs add more costs than in Alternative A.

Alternative C : Curbs with Mixed Use Trail on Top of Embankment. With the
addition of curbs the clear zone for a 35 mph street is 1.5 feet behind the curb. Tree and lights
are located behind the curb within a 6 ft. boulevard. A 10 ft. wide mixed-use trail is located
adjacent to the boulevard. This alternative does not include on-street bike lanes.

Pros:
•

Provides an off-road mixed use trail that is safe, visible, and direct for users of all
abilities

•

The street will have a more finished look with the curbs

•

The streetscape will be effective in creating a sense of enclosure and calming traffic.

•

Most likely alignment to remain usable during flood events

•

This is the least expensive of 3 options. See Appendix for cost estimates.

Cons:
•

Curbs add more costs than in Alternative A.

•

Filling in the floodway will be needed on the embankments

•

Stormwater facilities will have to be included to allow water to drain under or
through the trail pavement.

Expanded Gutter Bike Lane
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Alternative A: On Street Bike Lanes, No Curb, Mixed-Use Trail at Base of Slope.
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Alternative B: On Street Bike Lanes, Curb, Mixed-Use Trail at Base of Slope.
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Alternative C : Curbs with Mixed Use Trail on Top of Embankment.
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Recommendations
• Reduce The Speed Limit From 45 To 35 Mph and Add Curbing
By reducing the speed limit to 35 mph in combination with adding curbs, the clear
zone may be reduced to 1.5 feet behind the curb. Without the curb the clear zone
will be 14 feet even with the reduced speed limit. The reduced clear zone will enable
trees, lighting and other streetscape elements to be located closer to the street on
top of the embankment. This in turn will define a greater sense of enclosure which
will assist with slowing traffic and creating a safer and more appealing link between
Downtown and North Cedar.
•

Include Lighting, Street Trees, and Landscape Treatments to improve the
sense of connection to Downtown and the rest of Cedar Falls, as well as, improve
the scale and character of the corridor

•

Alternative C: Curbs with trail on top of embankment
The most appropriate solution may be a combination of the alternatives presented
above. The most appropriate alternative should be determined based on a
hydrological analysis, more detailed topographical survey, and value engineering.
More evaluation is needed of the available space on top of the embankment,
particularly north of the Snag Creek Bridge to Clair Avenue. The ROW, side slopes
and drainage ditches vary significantly in this segment.
If curbs are incorporated, a wide concrete gutter 3 1/2 to 4 feet could act as the bike
lane. Another option to consider is to designate the through lanes as shared-use
lanes giving advanced bicyclists equal ROW with motorized vehicles.

Stormwater Trenches

•

•
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Floodway Landscape Treatment
All options included a more naturalized treatment of the landscape with clusters of
overstory trees outside of the clear zone and clusters of understory trees within the
clear zone. All options also recommend storm water infiltration areas, consolidated
access points, and parking lot buffers.

•

Consolidate Access Points
Several commercial and industrial properties have an numerous access points that
are excessively wide. To improve the safety and appearance of the corridor, access
points should be consolidated and narrowed where possible. This recommendation
will have to be analyzed on a site by site basis to make sure the access points
function for the types of uses and vehicles associated with each business.

Bridge Crossing
Currently the bridge on Center Street is approximately 60 ft wide and consists of
two 15 feet travel lanes and two 15 ft shoulders. It is desired to place a trail on the
bridge within the existing footprint. The trail should be separated from the traveled
way with a jersey barrier combination of barrier curb and railing. The existing widths
of the traveled lanes are sufficient and could be narrowed to 12 ft if desired. The
remaining space on the other side of the bridge will remain as shoulder type space.

Stormwater trenches with covers should be include within the trails to allow
stormwater to surface drain through the trail pavement without the expensive use
of catch basins and piping.

•

Add private parking lot buffers and storm water catchment areas within
the parking lots fronting the street. Currently many of the private parking lots are
oversized and include excessive impervious surfaces in areas that are not needed
for the parking or circulation. This extra pavement adds to excessive runoff and a
negative image to North Cedar. Most parking lots could be redesigned to be more
efficient, include more landscaping, and stormwater catchment areas.
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Proposed Trail, Access and Landscape Plan - Snag Creek to Clair Street
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Proposed Trail, Access and Landscape Plan - Cedar River to Snag Creek
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Type and Character of Streetscape Elements
A flexible, cohesive palette of streetscape elements should be developed to be used within
the public realm not only along Center Street but also along the cross streets and pedestrian
linkages. The elements will help create a memorable district within the City as well as bolster
North Cedars identity and link with Downtown.
The recommended approach to the streetscape treatment builds on North Cedars close
relationship with the Cedar River ecology, as well as, Cedar Falls’ history of incorporating public
art created by local artists into the streetscape. Following are preliminary recommendations
for various streetscape elements:
Plant Materials: A palette of overstory and understory trees, shrubs, grasses and forbs
native to the floodplain and upland areas should be utilized where possible. The proposed
plans recommend utilizing native wildflowers and grasses along the majority of the area
within the ROW in the Floodway District, as well as within the bio- swales within the Hamlet
District to express the native landscape and to minimize maintenance costs .
Parking Buffers: Several options were presented for parking buffers and storm water
infiltration areas within private parking areas. At a minimum, parking buffers should include
trees either clustered or placed 15 to 20ft. on center within a drainage swale. More elaborate
combinations of rain gardens, hedges, pervious paving, bollards, railings, walls, and trees
should be considered.
Public Art
Cedar Falls’ history of incorporating public art was created by local or regional artists to enrich
parks and streetscapes within the city. Public art elements could be utilized within the Center
Street Corridor to emphasize unique aspects of North Cedars history, icons, people and spirit
of the place, and could be incorporated into the design of gateways, bridge improvements,
district monuments, and gathering places.
Monuments and Markers
A family of interpretive and neighborhood monuments and markers were presented to the
Advisory Committee.

Gateway monuments are proposed to be used at Center Street and West 1st Street and at
the trail head proposed at Center Street and Cottage Row Road. These monuments are intended
to be inscribed with historical flood elevations and include interpretive graphics of the flood
history, community history, ecology and other interesting information regarding North Cedars

relationship with the river and the community. The base of the monument should be installed
at the actual elevation so visitors can get an actual sense of the height of the flood waters.

Neighborhood markers are intended to be located at key entry points to the North Cedar
Neighborhood from all directions. The proposed concept is an abstraction of North Cedars
relationship to the river corridor and the rest of Cedar Falls. Two options are illustrated, one
that is a simple layered sign that could be attached to light poles. The second option include
angled steel I-beam columns which recall the streetscape elements used within the Parkade
in Downtown.

Interpretive Markers are proposed to be located along the trails and in parks and include
information about the history, river ecology, and culture of a specific place in the community.
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Gateway Monument

Neighborhood Marker

Interpretive Marker

Neighborhood Marker on Light

Proposed Monuments and Interpretive Markers
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CHAPTER IV - SECTION D
FRAMEWORK PLAN

WEST 1st STREET

CHAPTER IV - FRAMEWORK PLAN - SECTION D:

West 1st Street

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the feasibility of transportation and streetscape
improvements to the West 1st Street Corridor between Main and Franklin/Center Streets. This
segment is the front door to Downtown and provides a link between Center Street and the
heart of the city.

Objectives
The Primary objectives for this area are to:

 Improve connections between Center Street and downtown.
 Enhance West 1st Street as a gateway to the City.
 Examine the feasibility of a roundabout at the intersection of West 1st Street and Center
Street as a “gateway feature”. The roundabout idea grew out of the EPA workshops.

Existing Conditions

The existing roadway consists of four through-lanes and right- and left-turn lanes. The north
side has a generous boulevard and a bike path paralleling the street and Sturgis Park. There
is a mixture of low level nostalgic lighting in the park and upper level cobra head type street
lighting. The pastoral setting of the park with mature trees provides an appealing entry to
the city. The south side of the street forms the edge to downtown and consists of a typical
concrete walk and numerous access points to parking lots.
According to the 2005 Iowa Department of Transportation (IA DOT) Annual Average Daily
Traffic (AADT) volumes obtained from the IA DOT website, West 1st Street handles AADT
volumes of approximately 15,000 vehicles per day between Center Street and Main Street.
It is estimated that the City will experience less than one percent growth between 2020
and 2030. The 2009 IA DOT counts showed a slight increase to 15,900 vehicles in the same
location.

 Improve the appearance of West 1st Street through incorporating more street trees,
banners, lights, etc.

View East along Sturgis Park
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Table 1 outlines different roadway facilities and the planning level of service expected based
on traffic volumes. This table is used for planning purposes and is a good guide at estimating
LOS thresholds on roadways. Based on the 2005 AADT’s and the existing road cross-section
the corridor is operating at Level of Service (LOS) B. The roadway has excess capacity.
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West 1st Street Existing Conditions
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RAIL IMPACTS
An at-grade rail crossing is located 100 ft north of the intersection of West 1st Street and Center Street. The at-grade crossing does not disqualify construction of a roundabout. With appropriate
signage and gates, the crossing can still function safely. Further study is needed to determine how many trains per day use those tracks, approximately how long the trains are and how that
would affect queuing traffic. The simple fact that a railroad crossing is present is not an automatic deterrent to a roundabout, but a factor that would need to be considered in more detail before
making intersection improvement decisions.
See appendix for cost estimates
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West 1st Street is a state highway. The recommendations listed below would need review
and concurrence by the Iowa Department of Transportation.
Recommendations:

Add street trees to the existing boulevards on the north side. Adding overstory
trees to the boulevard on the north side of the street will help break down the scale of the
street and improve the appearance of the corridor. The existing boulevards are approximately
10’ wide and provide plenty of space for overstory trees. There seems to be adequate space to
include trees, provide an ample rooting zone, as well as, easily meet clear zone requirements
for fixed objects behind the curb. Clear Zones for fixed objects behind a barrier curb on a
35mph street are 1.5 feet behind the curb.

Incorporate Street Trees within the sidewalk on the south side. Adding overstory
trees to south side of the street will also help break down the scale of the street and improve
the appearance of the corridor. This will require, at a minimum, cutting openings in the
sidewalk to prepare the rooting zone, new soils treatment, trees, and surface treatments such
pervious pavement, planting beds or tree grates.

Add private parking lot buffers and storm water catchment areas within the

Feasibility of a Roundabout
Based on the 2005 AADT’s obtained from the IA DOT, a roundabout at this location should
consist of two through lanes on West 1st Street and one through lane on Center Street,
essentially a multi-lane roundabout. A preliminary geometric design has been produced as
part of this study. The layout uses generic design standards and assumes a typical inscribed
diameter of 150 feet. If this type of intersection control is desired at this location, a detailed
design should be conducted. A roundabout at this location will encroach on the right-of-way
in the southeast corner of the intersection. Typical placement for a pedestrian crossing is 20
feet behind the yield line.
Roundabouts also facilitate the use of u-turns at intersections. Providing a safe way for
motorists to make a u-turn allows the opportunity for access management and streetscaping along the corridor. If roundabouts are implemented at the intersections of West
1st Street with Center Street and Main Street, then left turn lanes could be eliminated and
a landscaped median could be incorporated through the entire segment. This method of
access management allows existing businesses to maintain the accesses they currently have
and limits left turns that must cross free-flowing traffic streams. Further study should be
conducted to determine the number of lanes and size of a roundabout needed, as well as the
impacts on the existing businesses on Clay Street and Washington Street.

parking lots fronting West 1st Street. The appearance of this corridor could be improved as
a gateway by buffering the views to parking lots. Currently, many of the lots are completely
paved with no separation between the public sidewalks and private areas. This condition also
adds to a negative image as well as excessive stormwater runoff. Most parking lots could be
redesigned to use the space more efficiently, add pervious surfaces for stormwater infiltration
and include landscaped buffer strips.
Several options are possible for parking buffers and storm water infiltration areas within
private parking areas. At a minimum, parking buffers should include trees either clustered
or placed 15 to 20 ft. on center within a drainage swale. More elaborate combinations of rain
gardens, hedges, pervious paving, bollards, railings, walls, and trees should be considered.

Enhance the existing street lights. The existing lights could be improved by adding large
banners and possibly painting them green to match the existing decorative lights along Main
Street.
A phased approach is outlined below for public improvements for the corridor that could be
tailored to meet objectives and available funding.
Street Trees
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Parking Buffers
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Phase One
• Consolidate access points where possible,
• Add street trees within existing boulevards and sidewalks
• Paint and add banners to the existing lights. Consider new lower level decorative
lighting.
• Improve crosswalks
• Add parking lot buffers and storm water catchment areas within the private parking
lots fronting the street (private investment)
• Study the feasibility of adding a mid-point crosswalk at Clay Street between
downtown and Sturgis Park
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1st Street Corridor
Phase 2 View
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Phase Two
• Study the feasibility of incorporating roundabouts at both the intersections of West
1st Street with Center Street and Main Street, and eliminating left turn lanes and
incorporating a landscaped median through the entire segment. This improvement
could be incorporated if and when the traffic levels and redevelopment pressure
warrants the expense.
• Build on the phase one improvements by adding a roundabout at West 1st Street
and Center Street.
• Infill redevelopment on the south side should be closer to the street to create a
more pedestrian scaled place.

1st Street Corridor
Phase 2 View
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CHAPTER V - IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES:

Implementation Strategies
The best plans are of little value if they are not implemented. Implementation of the
opportunities outlined in this document is dependent on proactive leadership of the
community and an orchestrated collaboration between the city officials and departments,
property owners, the business community, civic organizations and developers.
The Center Street Corridor has been evolving into its current pattern of development for
several decades. Even with a strong commitment, it will take several years before many of
these recommendations take full shape. Although the City’s role in this process is an important
one, the success of this effort will not be possible without the full support and participation of
landowners, citizens and the development community.
A concerted effort has been made throughout this project to involve a broad cross-section
of the community representatives on the Advisory Committee including business owners,
residents, city council and staff to provide input and guidance. Their participation has
improved the study and their continued participation and support will be critical in sustaining
the community’s commitment over time. The optimum results for this effort will only come
if this study is also embraced by the private sector and if it guides both public and private
investment over time.
The recommended approach to implementing the public and private improvements proposed
for the Center Street Corridor and particularly the Hamlet area is similar to the Main Street
Program utilized for Downtown. The EPA Next Steps outline recommends continuing
discussions with Iowa DED staff about support for an early-stage “Main Street” program
for North Cedar, to help residents and business owners to start thinking of the Center Street
corridor as a market district and destination.
The strategy involves four interdependent components that lay the foundation for long term
successful community based economic and physical redevelopment. The four components
include:






Public Improvements
Design and planning tools
Community organization and promotion
Redevelopment strategies
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Following is an outline of these components and associated recommendations. An outline
of the associated actions steps follows each of the four components of the strategy. Many
of these “first steps” can be pursued at the same time (e.g., planning efforts and policy
changes at the same time as streetscape investments, etc.), rather than thinking of them as
a sequential strategy.

A. Public Improvements

The public improvements associated with the North Cedar /Center Street Framework Plan
will act as a catalyst for reinvestment, and represent a positive step toward nurturing a vital
long-term business climate and livable area. This section includes action steps that should be
considered to integrate the improvements into an ongoing and community building strategy
and to gain the most benefit from transportation, streetscape and other public improvements.
1.Coordinate Objectives with all City Departments
The planning, engineering, and inspections departments, as well as a potential advisory
group, should refer to the guidelines and associated public / private improvements and
amenities when reviewing individual development proposals within the study area. Each
proposed development should comply with the guidelines, reinforce the desired character
of development, and contribute to creating a cohesive, pedestrian friendly, memorable, and
economically viable place.
Developers should work with City staff and refer to the Framework Plan prior to generating
design concepts, in order to better understand how their property fits into the context of the
framework plan and expectations for public / private amenities.
The guidelines for site planning, building placement, parking lot edge treatments and
landscaping should be referenced during the site design phase of the project. Developers
should also discuss the options for their particular site with City staff to determine if parking
lot edge treatments will be constructed as part of the site redevelopment or a larger public
street improvement project.
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2. Place projects in the Capital Improvement Plans
City departments should refer to the components in this manual to coordinate, design, and
budget for capitol improvements and to define public/private partnerships to finance and
maintain public realm improvements. City departments should refer to the designs for the
individual areas as a basis from which to develop more detailed plans.

.

3. Align the development project review and approval process, and funding or
site selection decisions for public projects, with the Iowa Green Streets Criteria
(or similar standards, like Cedar Rapids Smart Growth Scorecard). Although not required by
state statute, these criteria are a useful project analysis and ranking tool. Provide support for
highly ranked projects or projects that are located in the specific target areas of revitalization
plans.

c.
d.
e.

closer to the street. This will define a greater sense of enclosure which will assist
with slowing traffic and creating a safer and more appealing link between Down
town and North Cedar.
.
Any option involving the addition of curbs, fill, plant materials, and other construction activity within the floodway will require DNR approval and additional
hydrological analysis, beyond the scope of this initiative, to determine the impact
on the flow characteristics of the river and structural soundness of the road
embankment.
.
Add lighting and trees
Include bike path
Implement in stages if needed. The first stage should include curbing, trees and lighting
in the Floodway District.

4. Coordinate Staging and Funding Sources
The city should share the redevelopment and public improvements objectives with other
agencies and private entities that may be potential sources of funding.

3.

5. Refine Phase One Design and Engineering of Street, Storm water, Trail
Streetscape Improvements

Mid-Term
1. Detail Design of Phase Two Improvements

and

6. Define a Maintenance Strategy for Each Project
The long term maintenance tasks and associated costs are a critical consideration for the
success of the public amenities. A strategy should be created that defines a funding source,
such as a special maintenance assessment district that assigns responsibility for maintenance
of the various streetscape or park components. Responsibilities may be delegated between
the City staff, property owners, volunteers, or a private contractor.

Potential Public Improvements

Short term
1. Refine top priority Improvements for the Center Street Corridor
2. Implement top priority Improvements. The Advisory Committee prioritized a list of
treatments for Center Street:
a. Reduce the speed limit to 35 mph within the Floodway District:
b. Incorporate curbing on both sides of the street in both the floodway and the
Hamlet Area Districts. The curbing will define a more finished edge, reduce the
clear zone which will enable trees, lighting and other streetscape elements to
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Implement exercise park improvements

a.
b.
c.
d.

Hamlet Area District curbs, lighting, trail, walk and stormwater improvements
Seating nodes and benches, crosswalk Improvements
Street trees
Wayfinding signs, interpretive monuments, public art, banners

2. Implement road and streetscape improvements in Hamlet Area District
3. Implement private parking lot buffer and storm water improvements
4. Detail design of remaining street and streetscape improvements
5. Implement remaining short –term Improvements
6. Implement road and streetscape improvements
Long Term
1. Coordinate Staging and Funding with Potential Redevelopment Projects
Each development parcel has associated street, bicycle facilities, streetscape, open space
and utility improvements that should be coordinated to reinforce the objectives of the
Framework Plan.
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2. Roundabout at Lone Tree Road and Center Street
3. 1st Street West improvements
4. Implement bicycle facilities plan for residential streets

B. Design and Planning Tools

A primary goal of the North Cedar /Center Street Corridor Framework Plan is to create a
“sense of place” and an attractive district for the City of Cedar Falls. The design of the
streetscape, trails, buildings, signs, open spaces and landscaping must all work together to
reinforce a strong, cohesive and memorable identity. This section focuses on establishing the
design and planning tools recommended to foster a built environment that reflects the values
and expectations of the participants in this planning process.
Recommendations:
1. Adopt this document as an addendum to the Comprehensive Plan.
It is our understanding the City is about to update the 2002 Comprehensive Plan. This design
framework plan should be adopted as part of the new Cedar Falls Comprehensive Plan.
The Comprehensive Plan is the City’s central statement of policy and could be amended by
reference to this document without having to make extensive changes to the land use, parks
and other chapters of the Comprehensive Plan. This plan is intended to be flexible and could
be reviewed and amended as circumstances change.

•

Maintain a mixture of residential and commercial uses conducive to the
neighborhood

•

Phase out any intensive commerical and industrial uses in the Hamlet Area

Guidelines, by definition, are qualitative design goals for new and existing buildings.
Guidelines set forth the generalized components that will foster the desired character for
the corridor. Following is an outline of components of the built environment that are often
written into design specific design standards defined in an amended Mixed Use Overlay
Zoning District .

Site Planning
The placement of buildings along the Center Street Corridor and West 1st Street has a
profound effect on the character of the environment. Buildings should be placed close to the
street, with primary entrances on the street. Buildings should be placed on corners at street
intersections, to emphasize and define those intersections. Parking areas should be placed
behind or to the side of buildings.

2. Define and adopt Design Guidelines
Given the slow rate of growth projected in the market forecast, the need for development
guidelines may not be immediate. However, improvement of the Center Street Corridor must
go beyond the improvement of the street rights-of-way and it is not too early to adopt
design guidelines and supportive ordinances particularly if the City is considering rewriting the
current code. Some existing businesses may want to expand or an unforeseen development
may occur in the short and mid terms, In which case guidelines and a mixed use overlay
ordinance should be in place to ensure new development will reinforce the Hamlet character
and/or the urban development pattern along West 1st Street and Downtown. The guidelines
refer to public and private improvements, renovations, and redevelopment of buildings
primarily within the Hamlet and West 1st Street Districts. The purpose of the guidelines is to:

•

Foster high quality architecture and site planning consistent with the vision desired
by the community

•

Maintain an urban development pattern

•

Protect public and private Investment
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Parking Lot Buffer Treatments and Storm Water Catchment Areas should be added
within the parking lots fronting the street. Currently many of the private parking lots are
oversized and include excessive impervious surfaces in areas that are not needed for the
parking or circulation. This extra pavement adds to excessive runoff and a negative image
to North Cedar. Most parking lots could be redesigned to be more efficient, include more
landscaping, and stormwater catchment areas so the stormwater system in the street is not
overloaded. These improvements must be initiated by the private property owner.
Parking lot frontage should be reduced, and their edges and interiors should be extensively
greened. A combination of hedges, ornamental railings, bollards, trees, and other methods
should be used to define the edges and buffer parking lots from public view.

Commercial and Residential Building Types
Buildings should address the street, particularly at intersections, providing unique corner
treatments, windows and access points to create interest at the street level. Multi-level and
mixed use buildings also add significant benefit to the corridor, as their mass helps to define
and frame the street. Building heights should be carefully sculpted to maintain solar access
to neighboring properties, particularly on the north side of the block in the Hamlet District.
Residential buildings may take different forms, such as townhomes and condominium or
apartment buildings, and should address the street, be constructed of high quality materials,
and possess various roof lines and a clear but approachable differentiation between public
and private space. These buildings should also include interior parking and plaza spaces, in
order to provide residents opportunities to access the buildings and relax outdoors sheltered
from the street.

Parking Lot Edge/Buffer Treatments
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Building Types
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Facade Treatments
Commercial/mixed use should have a well defined base, middle and top. The base or ground
floor should appear visually distinct from the upper stories through the use of a change
in building materials, window shape or size, an intermediate cornice line, awning, arcade
or portico, or similar techniques. The base or ground floor of the building should include
elements that relate to the human scale, including texture, projections, doors, windows,
awnings, canopies or ornamentation.

Distinct modules
The primary facade(s) of buildings of 40 feet or more in width should be articulated into
smaller increments through use of different textures, division into storefronts with separate
display windows, ornamental features such as arcades or awnings, or by division of the
building mass into several smaller segments.

Ground Level Expression
Ground level expression refers to the way in which a building meets the street. This building/
pedestrian interface is a crucial part of urban design and should provide visual interest,
opportunities for sociability, and overall pedestrian safety and comfort. As stated above,
windows and clear entrances enhance a building’s appearance on the street, and may be
further augmented by awnings, pocket plazas, outdoor cafe seating, and plantings.

Signs
Commercial districts, with their many businesses vying for attention, can become cluttered
with signs. Signs should address the scale of the pedestrian, be simple in materials and
message, and enhance the overall street environment. Which not to say that signs cannot be
colorful, unusual, or unnoticeable – in fact, interesting signs can add a memorable dimension
to a commercial area. In essence, signs should effectively communicate the character of the
business they advertise without overwhelming the pedestrian streetscape.

Roof Design
A building’s roof line can establish its individuality and interest within the context of a
commercial area, and variety in roof lines from building to building can add visual interest to
a mixed use area. Some techniques that add interest include varying heights and cornices
within an otherwise unified design scheme, using roof line changes to note entrances or
commercial bays, and establishing contrasting roof lines at street corners.
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Sustainable/Green Energy Saving Building Practices
New and renovated buildings should be encouraged to incorporate more sustainable and
green energy saving building practices including low impact storm water treatments such as,
green roofs micro basins, rain gardens, street tree filters, permeable pavements, depressed
parking lot islands, as well as, cradle to cradle materials, and energy efficient heating and
cooling systems. The ordinances could be written to require new buildings to meet minimum
Leadership In Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) standards .
3. Amend the Zoning Ordinance to Include a Form Based Overlay District.
If design guidelines can be visualized and defined in quantitative terms, then they can be
expressed in a form based zoning code. A form based code is the most effective and legally
sound way for city staff to administer design standards Definitive standards developed in
response to reasonable goals and objectives adopted as part of the comprehensive plan can
discourage legal challenges and better withstand them as well. Consider including incentives
for developers to meet the design criteria such as a streamlined review process , and/or
reduced parking requirements if public parking is available, shared parking agreements are in
place, on-street parking is available, or transit passes are provided to employees.
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C. Community Organization and Promotion

No revitalization effort can succeed without a strong organization to support and guide it. The
redevelopment strategy should build public/private partnerships and consensus among all the
important players, including property owners, bankers, civic groups, government, merchants
and individual citizens, to ensure that the redevelopment benefits from a community wide
vision of the future. Organizing a diverse group of people to achieve the work tasks, build
public/private partnerships, foster ongoing leadership, program events and promotions, and
provide a voice for the area will be the key to long term success.
Successful redevelopment requires coordinated marketing projects. The businesses within
the Hamlet Area should present a welcoming, consistent image throughout all marketing
materials from simple graphics to sophisticated events and festivals. This approach gears the
promotional campaign to take advantage of the unique businesses, streetscape and open
spaces planned to accommodate public events.
Recommendations:
Within the next year it is important to maintain the interest and momentum that was generated
as part of the planning process to focus energy and the community toward the same goal,
and to establish the organizational and planning tools to foster involvement over time. These
short term steps include:

4. Implement Simple, Short Term Seed Projects such as:
a. Establish action committees.
b. Implement simple, short term seed projects:

•

Refine design guidelines

•

Collaborate with City Staff to create Center Street Overlay Zoning District

•

Short term or interim streetscape Improvements

•

Private parking lot buffers and stormwater improvements










Seating nodes and benches,
Gateway landscaping, street trees
Public art, banners, wayfinding signs
Interpretive monuments
Public art, sculpture competition
Wayfinding signs
Interpretive monuments
Distinctive pedestrian scaled lighting
Bicycle facilities

1. Establish the “ North Cedar Advisory Group ”. A group modeled on the Downtown
Main Street Committee could be formed whose mission it is to see that redevelopment occurs
according to the goals and objectives of the plan, to act as an advocacy group for the area,
and to coordinate promotional campaigns, redevelopment and public improvement projects.
The Advisory Groups could be a public/private nonprofit corporation and consist of 10 to 15
representatives of the original North Cedar Advisory Committee, City Planning and Public
Works staff, City Council and Planning Commission, area businesses, and residents.

5. Create a web site, newsletter or column in a local newspaper, and/or poster to
educate and promote the framework plan and overall objectives.

2. Continuing discussions with Iowa DED staff about support for an early-stage
“Main Street” program for North Cedar, to help residents and business owners to start
thinking of the Center Street corridor as a market district and destination.

D. Redevelopment Strategies

3. Define Roles in Redevelopment:
The proposed Center Street Alliance should determine its role in redevelopment such as,
offering financial incentives, assembling properties, soliciting development proposals and
marketing each site.
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a. Establish annual special events such as a farmers market, arts and music
festivals, and fund raisers for improvements or maintenance
b. Celebrate all accomplishments

To benefit all of the stakeholders, residents, shoppers, businesses and investors, the Center
Street Area must have a solid economic foundation. It is important that any redevelopment
serves to strengthen the economic viability of the area to ensure its competitiveness into the
future.
Recommendations:
In order to maintain a solid economic base and to be prepared for changing market conditions
and potential redevelopments, a long term strategy should be considered. The strategy should
include the following:
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1. Define the City’s Role in Redevelopment:
Historically, the City has encouraged the private sector to take the lead on redevelopment
efforts in terms of acquiring and assembling parcels, relocating businesses, clearing and
preparing sites, and other components of the process. The City should also take the lead in
all public infrastructure improvements.
2. Define a Redevelopment Strategy for Each Site:
Each parcel has a unique set of ownership, physical, financial, phasing and other development
parameters. The City should work with its, legal, planning and engineering staff to refine
building and site value assessments and the City’s role in redevelopment, financing,
acquisition, and marketing each site.
3. Consider Redevelopment Financial Incentives such as Tax Increment Financing
and /or Tax Abatement.
4. Assemble Parcels Where Possible: The city could work with individual property owners
to enable the city to have the first right of purchasing parcels in the redevelopment district.
This will give the city more control over assembling parcels where possible and the type of
redevelopment to occur on each site.
5. Solicit Development Proposals:
The city staff working with a potential advisory group could begin the process of soliciting
proposals from developers for each site. This step will entail defining the city’s role in the
redevelopment of each site, writing a request for proposals, selecting a preferred list of
developers to submit proposals, and defining a process for final selection of the developers
and preparing development agreements.
Other considerations;
a. Provide current businesses with tools and the environment to sharpen their
competitiveness
b. Define business retention and recruitment issues
c. Provide the City with tools to recruit new businesses and institutions to diversify
and promote a solid economic base
d. Establish tenant improvement incentives and low interest loan programs for buildings,
signs, and site improvements

E. Potential Funding Sources:

This section is intended to provide a preliminary outline of potential state and federal funding
options city could consider for public improvements and redevelopment projects.

Federal Recreational Trails Program:
Intent of Program
To provide and maintain motorized and non-motorized recreational trails and trail-related
projects (trailheads, kiosks, lighting, etc.).
Who is Eligible to Request Funding
Public agencies, non-profit organizations and private organizations (and/or individuals)
are eligible to sponsor. Private sponsorship will require a public agency co-sponsor.
Qualifications for Funding
Minimum 20 percent match is required. Trails resulting from successful applications must
be maintained as a public facility for a minimum of 20 years.
Type of Submittal Required
Application forms are available from the Iowa Department of Transportation, and at:
http://www.iowadot.gov/systems_planning/fedstate_rectrails.htm
Type of Approval Required
Iowa DOT recommendation; Iowa Transportation Commission approval. FHWA
environmental concurrence is required. Projects must conform to federal funding
requirements.
Program’s Annual Funding Level
Approximately $1,250,000
More Information/Applications
Yvonne Diller
Iowa Department of Transportation
Office of Systems Planning
800 Lincoln Way
Ames, Iowa 50010
515-239-1252
yvonne.diller@dot.iowa.gov

e. Build public/private partnerships
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State Recreational Trails Program
Intent of Program
To fund public recreational trails.
Who is Eligible to Request Funding
State agencies, counties or cities and non-profit organizations may sponsor applications.
Qualifications for Funding
Minimum 25 percent local match is required. Volunteer services and other state
grants are not eligible as matching funds. Proposed projects must be a part of
a local, area-wide, regional or statewide trail plan. Trails resulting from successful
applications must be maintained as a public facility for a minimum of 20 years.
Type of Submittal Required
Application forms are available from the Iowa Department of Transportation, and
at: http://www.iowadot.gov/systems_planning/fedstate_rectrails.htm
Application Deadline
July 1
Special Project Requirements
Design must be approved by the Iowa DOT. The applicant must have an approved
permit from the Iowa DOT resident maintenance engineer to perform any work
within the state right-of-way.
Type of Approval Required
DOT staff recommendations with Iowa Transportation Commission approval.
Program’s Annual Funding Level
Approximately $2,000,000
More Information/Applications
Yvonne Diller
Iowa Department of Transportation
Office of Systems Planning
800 Lincoln Way
Ames, Iowa 50010
515-239-1252
yvonne.diller@dot.iowa.gov

Federal Transportation Enhancement Program
Intent of Program
To fund enhancement or preservation activities of transportation related projects.
Activities fall into the following categories:
• trails and bikeways
• historic and archaeological
• scenic and environmental
Who is Eligible to Request Funding
Public agencies and private non-profit organizations (and/or individuals) are eligible to
sponsor. Private sponsorship will require a public agency co-sponsor.
Qualifications for Funding
Minimum 30 percent local match is required for statewide enhancements; 20 percent or
more local match is required for regional enhancement projects as determined by RPA or
MPO policies. Enhancements must have a direct relationship to the existing or planned
surface transportation facilities. Projects or areas served by enhancement activities must
fit one or more of the following categories:
• facilities for pedestrians and bicycles
• safety and educational activities for pedestrians and bicyclists
• acquisition of scenic easements and scenic or historic sites
• scenic or historic highway programs (including the provision of tourist and welcome
center sites)
• landscaping and other scenic beautification
• historic preservation
• rehabilitation and operation of historic transportation buildings, structures or
facilities (including historic railroad facilities and canals)
• preservation of abandoned railway corridors, including the conversion and use of
those corridors for pedestrian or bicycle trails
• control and removal of outdoor advertising
• archaeological planning and research
• mitigation of water pollution due to highway runoff or to reduce vehicle-caused
wildlife mortality while maintaining habitat connectivity
• transportation museums
NOTE: This list is all inclusive; a project must fit into one or more of the categories to be eligible for
funding.
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Type of Submittal Required
Depending on regional or statewide impact of the project, applications can be submitted to
either the Iowa Department of Transportation or the appropriate RPA or MPO. The local MPO
is the Iowa Northland Regional Council of Governments (INRCOG) with offices in Waterloo.
Statewide projects are those that go beyond regional or metropolitan boundaries, enhance the
state transportation system, benefit state tourism, or are consistent with statewide planning.
Statewide projects require filing of an application on a form provided by the DOT. Applications
are available from the Iowa DOT, and at: http://www.iowadot.gov/systems_planning/trans_
enhance.htm
Contact INRCOG for application requirements for regional (non-statewide) projects.
Application Amount - Minimum/Maximum:
In order to offset administrative costs, minimum total project size for statewide enhancements
will normally be $100,000. RPAs and MPOs may have different guidelines for regional/
metropolitan applications.
Application Deadline:
October 1 for statewide project applications. RPAs and MPOs may have different deadlines
for regional/metropolitan applications.
Special Project Requirements:
Federal Highway Administration environmental concurrence is required. Right-of-way
activities must comply with applicable federal and state laws. Plans and specifications
must be prepared by an Iowa licensed professional engineer/architect/landscape architect.
If federal-aid dollars are used for a consulting engineer/architect/ landscape architect, the
Federal-Aid Consultant Selection Process must be used. Approval by Iowa DOT for plans and
specifications is required.
Type of Approval Required
RPAs/MPOs select regional (non-statewide) projects for funding. DOT staff make
recommendations to the Iowa Transportation Commission for funding of statewide projects.
The Commission makes final awards for funding.
Program’s Annual Funding Level
Approximately $4.5 million for statewide projects. Approximately $4.5 million for regional
projects.
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More Information/Applications
Craig Markley
Iowa Department of Transportation
Office of Systems Planning
800 Lincoln Way Ames, IA 50010
515-239-1027
craig.markley@dot.iowa.gov

Troy Siefert
Iowa Department of Transportation
Office of Systems Planning
800 Lincoln Way, Ames, IA 50010
515-239-1369
troy.siefert@dot.iowa.gov

List of Arts Grants Available

The Iowa Arts Council aims to enrich the quality of life and learning in Iowa communities
by encouraging excellence in the arts. Funding for the Iowa Arts Council and its programs
is provided by the State of Iowa and the National Endowment for the Arts, a federal agency.
Click on the program name for detailed information, deadlines and application forms about
IAC funding programs.

Arts Project Grants
Major Grants: http://www.iowaartscouncil.org/funding/major-grants.shtml
• 5 categories: Artists, Arts in Education, Folk & Traditional Arts, Organizations,
Public Art

•

Up to $10,000

•

Due April 1 or October 1 (NOTE: there will be NO October 1, 2010 deadline, due to
budget reductions)

Mini Grants: http://www.iowaartscouncil.org/funding/mini-grants.shtml
• Support a wide variety of arts projects for individual artists, schools, organizations,
units of government

•

Up to $1,000

•

Monthly deadlines
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EZ (First-Come, First-Funded) Grants
Big Yellow School Bus Grants: http://www.iowaartscouncil.org/funding/big-yellowschool-bus/index.shtml
• Helps underwrite the cost of field trips to attend an art exhibit, arts event, or live
performance at an arts institution, arts facility, or arts or folklife festival in Iowa.

• Eligible to apply: schools
EZ 1-2-3 Grants: http://www.iowaartscouncil.org/funding/ez-1-2-3-grant/index.shtml
• Up to $500 to bring Iowa artists to schools, theatres, festivals and auditoriums
across Iowa
•

3 categories: Arts Education, Performing Arts Grants, and Character Counts! Through
the Arts Grants

•

Eligible to apply: organizations (including schools)

Other IAC Funding Programs
Iowa Scholarship for the Arts: http://www.iowaartscouncil.org/funding/scholarship-forthe-arts/index.shtml
• Supports the development of outstanding young artists, enrolled in Iowa educational
programs leading to careers in the arts

•

Eligible to apply: Iowa high school seniors

Other Grant Programs Offered by the Iowa Department of
Cultural Affairs and State Historical Society of Iowa
The Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs, which the Iowa Arts Council is a division of, also
provides funding. Please follow the links below for information on these grant programs:
Cultural Leadership Partners: http://www.iowaartscouncil.org/funding/cultural_
leadership_partners/index.shtml

•

Provides three-year funding support for the operational expenses of major arts
organizations who demonstrate an exemplary track record of artistic and managerial
excellence and community service on a continuing basis to the citizens of Iowa

•

Eligible to apply: major arts organizations

Iowa Community Cultural Grants (one-time grants that support salaries/wages for
projects in cultural organizations) http://www.culturalaffairs.org/funding/iowa_community_
cultural_grant/index.htm
Small Operating Support (SOS) Grants (one-time grants that support certain kinds of
operating support costs in cultural organizations) http://www.culturalaffairs.org/funding/
sos_grant_program/index.htm
The Arts Council’s sister division, the State Historical Society of Iowa, also provides grants
to projects and programs that document, preserve, and protect Iowa’s historical resources.
Please refer to SHSI’s web site for details. http://www.iowahistory.org/
Road, Street and Bridge Programs
• Federal Transportation Enhancement (TE) Program
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•

Federal Surface Transportation Program (STP)

•

Special Assessments

•

Local Option Sales Tax

•

Living Roadway Trust Fund

•

Revitalize Iowa’s Sound Economy (RISE)

•

Highway Bridge Replacement and Rehabilitation

•

Surface Transportation Program
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•

County and City Bridge Construction Fund

•

Tax Increment Financing (TIF) & Tax Abatement

•

Public Lands Highways Discretionary Program

•

Special Service Districts

•

Transportation and Community and System Preservation Program

•

Pedestrian Curb Ramp Construction

•

Safe Routes to School Program

Public Art
• Iowa Arts Council: Major and Mini Public Arts Grants

•

Public / Private Fund Raising and Donations

Trails & Amenities
• Federal Recreational Trails Program (FRT)

•

State Recreational Trail Program (SRT)

•

State Wide Transportation Enhancements (STE)

•

Resource Enhancement And Protection (REAP)

•

Black Hawk Gaming Association

•

DOT/DNR Fund

•

Living Roadway Trust Fund

•

Iowa Clean Air Attainment Program (ICAAP)

•

Safe Routes to School Program

•

Keep Iowa Beautiful Program

•

Urban Youth Corps Program

Stormwater
• Iowa DNR Watershed Planning Grants

•

Iowa DNR Watershed Implementation Grants

Redevelopment
• Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED)

•

Revitalize Iowa’s Sound Economy (RISE)

•

Development and Redevelopment Grants and Loans

•

Grants and Low Interest Loans

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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APENDIX A

Market Overview
Memorandum:
To:
Dave Sturch, City of Cedar Falls
From:
Jay Demma, Bonestroo
Date:
May 28, 2010
Re:
Market Assessment of North Cedar Neighborhood
INTRODUCTION
This memorandum briefly summarizes the development potential for various types of
commercial and residential uses in the North Cedar neighborhood of Cedar Falls, Iowa over
the next 20 years. The recommendations contained within this memo are based on market
research conducted by Bonestroo in 2010. Specifically, Bonestroo analyzed the current and
historic trends for commercial, industrial, and residential uses.
The findings contained within this memorandum were developed to support the ongoing
planning and design efforts of Bonestroo to improve the public realm along Center Street in
North Cedar, as well as to supply the City of Cedar Falls with the most accurate and timely
assessment of market conditions in North Cedar.
METROPOLITAN CONTEXT
The North Cedar neighborhood is located in the Waterloo-Cedar Falls metropolitan area. In
many ways the most important factors affecting North Cedar are the same factors affecting
the broader metropolitan region.
Figure 1 illustrates that the rate of population growth in the metropolitan area (Black Hawk
County) has been below the state growth rate since 1980 and well below the national rate
since 1960. Moreover, the population growth rate for Black Hawk County is forecasted to
remain below both the state and national rates through 2030.
Although the reasons for the slower rate of growth in the metropolitan area are complex,
a key factor, presumably, is the impact of the decades-long movement of jobs away from
traditional manufacturing centers, such as Waterloo-Cedar Falls, to lower-wage markets
outside of the United States. If this trend continues, which forecasters have assumed, it is
likely that the region will continue its slower rate of growth, especially since manufacturing
remains a vital part of the region’s economy. This is evident in Table 1, which displays the 10
largest employers in the region of which four of the 10 are manufacturers.
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A slower growing region will impact the North Cedar neighborhood because the tide that
raises all boats will not be particularly strong or high. Without a strong tide to push growth
into North Cedar from other areas of the region, significant future growth will be dependent
on a key driver, such as a major employer locating a facility north of the Cedar River.
NORTH CEDAR CONTEXT
A neighborhood located north of the Cedar River, North Cedar is connected to the remainder
of Cedar Falls via Center Street, which crosses the Cedar River about one mile south of the
heart of North Cedar. North Cedar is primarily a residential neighborhood that consists of
older, detached single-family homes of varying sizes and conditions. Although most homes
in North Cedar are situated on typical urban lots with city sewer and water service, there are
several areas with homes on larger lots that have views of the Cedar River or its adjacent lowlying areas. In 2008, there was a historic flood that damaged a significant number of homes
in the North Cedar neighborhood, many of which are still waiting to be demolished.
In addition to linking North Cedar to the remainder of Cedar Falls, Center Street is also the
neighborhood’s commercial corridor. There are a wide variety of commercial uses along
Center Street, including office, retail, lodging, restaurants, warehouses, automotive repair, and
manufacturing. Although commercial and industrial uses are scattered all along the roughly
one-mile corridor, key nodes exist at the intersections with Lone Tree Road and Longview
Street. Also, the area south of Cottage Row Road has a decidedly more industrial feel to
it because of the prominent presence of a large manufacturing facility and a sand and
gravel operation, as well as the lack of any nearby residences. The commercial uses north of
Cottage Row Road are more eclectic in nature and reflect more uses that serve the immediate
residential neighborhood.
The following are attributes of the North Cedar neighborhood that affect the potential for
growth and new development.
NORTH CEDAR STRENGTHS
• Access to Black Hawk Park and trails along the Cedar River
• Strong reputation of the North Cedar Elementary School
• Small town character
• Convenient access to Highway 218 via Lone Tree Road
• Room for growth or expansion
• Stock of well-maintained, affordable housing
• Strong community identity (sense of pride)
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•
•

Examples of successful new residential subdivisions
Potential growth in nearby industrial park

NORTH CEDAR CHALLENGES
• Negative impact of Highway 218 bypass on local businesses
• Commercial environment influenced by low-rent warehouse space and limited retail
offerings
• Small trade area
• Negative perception of the neighborhood created by the recent flooding (especially
regarding property values and accessibility)
• Few, if any, transit options
• Perception of the neighborhood as isolated and removed from the remainder of
Cedar Falls and Waterloo
• Lack of major employers located north of the Cedar River
• Flooding, and large areas of floodplain
• Demolition of homes damaged in the recent flood and the resulting drop in
population and households
• Perception of the variability in the quality of the housing (i.e., good quality, wellmaintained homes often next door or nearby poorly maintained properties)
DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Bonestroo reviewed demographic data from the US Census and the Iowa Data Center
to understand how recent and forecasted growth trends for North Cedar will impact the
potential demand for new housing and commercial development in the neighborhood.
Table 2 presents population and household data from 1990 to 2020 for North Cedar, Cedar
Falls, Black Hawk County, and Iowa. North Cedar has lost both population and households
during the 1990s and 2000s. This is in contrast to Cedar Falls proper, which not only grew in
population and households during both decades, but also had a rate of growth that exceeded
Black Hawk County and the state. This indicates that the engine of growth fueling Cedar Falls
has not been spilling over into North Cedar in recent years.
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North Cedar is forecasted to continue to lose population and households during the 2010s.
During the 2020s, North Cedar is forecasted to grow once again, adding an estimated
89 households or 225 persons. The city purchased approximately 180 plus homes in the
1990’s/2000’s due to the 1993 and 1999 floods. The city will purchase an additional 200
homes as a result of the 2008 flood. The census population decline data does not reflect
buyouts occuring during the past year.
Bonestroo forecasted growth for North Cedar based on recent construction and demolition
trends. According to data provided to Bonestroo from the City of Cedar Falls, there were 87
new single-family homes built in North Cedar during the 2000s. However, there were also 195
demolitions, the vast majority due to the 1993 and 1999 flooding which resulted in an overall
net loss of 58 households or 173 persons. Assuming home construction continues at a similar
rate, the 2010s should see 87 new homes. However, the City has estimated that there are
100 additional homes remaining to be demolished due to the 2008 flood. Factoring in these
additional demolitions then results in a net decline of 13 homes or 41 persons.
RESIDENTIAL MARKET
The housing market in the Waterloo-Cedar Falls metro area is slowly improving. According to
statistics from the Waterloo-Cedar Falls Board of Realtors, the median sales price in 2009 was
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up 1.1% or $1,300 over 2008. Furthermore, 1st quarter statistics from 2010 has the median
sales price up 10% or roughly $10,000 over the same period in 2009.
The level of activity in the market is also beginning to improve as well. Although the number
of sales declined from 2008 to 2009, 1st quarter statistics in 2010 have the number of sales
increasing 7.5% from the same period in 2009. However, some caution should be taken when
interpreting these figures. The Federal housing stimulus program has clearly had an impact
on buyers looking to save as much as $8,000 on a home purchase. The program expired at
the end of April 2010 and early indications suggest that sales activity will likely drop during
the summer months since many buyers looking to purchase in the short term were induced
to buy a home this spring.
At the time of this study, there were five homes currently listed for sale in North Cedar. Three
of the five homes were listed for under $85,000, which is about $25,000 or 23% under the
metro area median sales price. However, all of these three homes are more than 60 years old,
and two of the three are very small in size with less than 700 square feet of living space and
only two bedrooms. The other two homes currently listed include a $130,000 home on a 1½
acre wooded lot along a secluded road near the Cedar River and a very large newer $360,000
home overlooking a lake in the Big Woods area.
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Based on current listings, North Cedar offers a range of homes in different price points and
styles, including modest starter homes as well as more lavish move-up properties. On the
one hand, this can be a benefit because it opens the neighborhood to a large market of
potential buyers and it allows the children of long-time residents the opportunity to stay
in the neighborhood if they choose to do so. On the other hand, depending on the quality
and/or obsolescence of lower priced homes, it can result in a negative perception of the
neighborhood, which would ultimately result in downward pressure on home values.
Despite signs of improvement in the regional housing market, the housing market in North
Cedar is still feeling the effects of the 2008 flood. According to conversations with local real
estate agents, there is lingering confusion in the marketplace as to which North Cedar homes
are at risk for being flooded and whether homes have undocumented damage from the recent
flood. This confusion has likely had an impact on property values, though it is difficult to say
just how much of an impact.
Although many of the homes in North Cedar are more than 40 years old, there are two newer
subdivisions that offer buyers new product that has many of the modern amenities desired by
today’s market. However, neither of these subdivisions is currently active with lots available
for sale. Therefore, anyone interested in purchasing or building a new home in North Cedar
must find a random vacant lot or raze an existing structure and build new. Below is a brief
description of the two most recent subdivisions.
FOX VIEW ESTATE I & II
Located in the northeast quadrant of Center Street and Dunkerton Road, Fox View Estate I
& II were developed between 1999 and 2004 and consist of 31 total lots. Most homes are
approximately 2,000 square feet. Original sale prices were around $150,000 to $175,000 and
are now valued closer to $200,000. The lots are served by city water and sewer and are on
average 12,000 square feet. The homes are attractive and feature many of the conveniences
desired by today’s market. According to one of the real estate agents that helped market the
development, the homes were well received and are occupied mostly by professionals who
work for large area employers, such as Northern Iowa University or John Deere. The developer
lives in one of the new homes and has plans to add additional phases once the economy
improves.

8,600 square feet. The development consists of a mixture of a mixture of single- and twostory homes. Original prices were between $120,000 and $130,000 and are now generally
valued around $150,000. A number of these new homes were flooded in 2008 and suffered
structural damage.
Both Fox View Estates and James Addition are in the floodplain which hampers their viability.
Technically these areas have been “removed” from the floodplain through a FEMA “device”,
Letter of Map Revision (LOMR), yet these areas still were flooded in 2008.
COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE MARKET
Commercial and industrial real estate typically lags the broader economy. Therefore, it is no
surprise that after two years of an economic downturn, the commercial real estate market is
beginning to be stressed as well. Rising unemployment rates and mass layoffs means there
are fewer workers, which results in less demand for commercial and industrial space, such
as offices, warehouses, and factories. On the retail side of things, rising unemployment and
stagnant wages means that consumer confidence drops, which results in less demand for
retail space. This overall lag in the commercial real estate market affects North Cedar because
with excess supply of space throughout the region, vacant properties with the best regional
and local access will likely be the first to be filled when the economy rebounds.
There is an eclectic mix of commercial properties along Center Street in North Cedar. Bonestroo
reviewed the Black Hawk County Assessor’s website and broke down the commercial
properties by type, which are included in Table 3.

HOME ACRES/JAMES ADDITION
Along Jaclyn Street just east of North Cedar Elementary School, 13 homes were built
between 2001 and 2004 as part of the Home Acres and James Additions. Most homes have
approximately 1,500 square feet. The lots are served by city sewer and water and are roughly
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South of Cottage Row Road, commercial properties are dominated by industrial uses, including
warehouse and manufacturing buildings. These two building types account for nearly 90% of
all the commercial space. North of Cottage Row Road, there clearly is a greater mix of property
types. Retail, restaurant, and office uses combine for over 36,000 square feet of space, which
is more than one-third of all space. However, warehouse space is still the dominant use even
north of Cottage Row Road accounting for 60% of all space. It should be noted that several
businesses located north of Cottage Row Road use both retail and warehouse space as part
of their operation, such as City Builders and the Benton Building Center.
This eclectic mix is the result two important factors that influence commercial activity along
Center Street. First, nearly half of the commercial properties along Center Street are more than
50 years old (see Table 4). Commercial properties typically outlive the economic reason why
they were built in the first place. Therefore, over time building owners must often adapt to new
uses in order to keep their properties financially viable. Also, as commercial properties age,
they often have fewer amenities to compete with newer properties and rents subsequently
drop. Many of the businesses in North Cedar take advantage of the lower rents found in many
of the older buildings. For example, businesses that sell construction materials often need a lot
of room to store their merchandise, but also require easy access in and out of their properties.
In a highly competitive environment, profits are low and these businesses often seek locations
with lower rent but with good access. Many times older properties or commercial districts
fulfill this need.
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Many of the commercial properties south of Cottage Row Rd are located in the floodway,
where they cannot be expanded due to floodplain regulations. Many commercial properties,
whether in the “floodway fringe” or “floodway” are hampered by floodplain regulations
and/or the threat of periodic flooding. Marginal businesses will choose to buy cheaper
floodplain properties; however these businesses will be challenged to thrive and expand on
those sites.
The second important factor influencing commercial activity along Center Street is the
lingering impact of the Highway 218 bypass. Prior to the early 1990s, Center Street was part
of the main highway northbound out of Cedar Falls. Center Street connected Cedar Falls to
communities, such as Waverly and Charles City to the north. During this time, traffic counts
along Center Street were measured as high as 13,600 daily car trips. This level of traffic helped
support a variety of businesses that were dependent on high visibility and convenience, which
is why North Cedar has two old highway motel properties. Once Highway 218 was fully
complete, traffic coming from communities to the north and passing through North Cedar
dramatically declined. In 2005 when the most recent traffic counts were completed, Center
Street had a daily average traffic count of 6,400 vehicles, a 53% decline from 1993.
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As a result of the dramatic decline in traffic along Center Street, the types of commercial
activity that can be supported have changed as well. Prior to the bypass, potential customers
of North Cedar businesses could likely come from many miles away since Center Street was
a convenient route to access other parts of Cedar Falls. Now, potential customers are much
more likely to be limited to persons who work or live nearby. Examples of businesses that
successfully serve the local population of North Cedar include Casey’s, the Chuckwagon
restaurant, and Mr. G’s Restaurant and Pub. Other businesses, though, do not necessarily
depend on the local population for business or high traffic along Center Street. As noted
previously, many businesses are attracted to North Cedar because of the availability of
inexpensive space, which is due in part to the supply of older buildings and the recent change
in traffic patterns.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
It is forecasted that North Cedar will continue to add on average eight to nine new homes
each year over the next twenty years. This is based primarily on recent construction trends,
recognizing that the recent Fox View Estates and Home Acres/James Additions represent the
most significant residential development in North Cedar in years. Based on the preliminary plat
for an additional phase of Fox View Estates and the existing Cedar Grove Acres subdivision,
it appears that North Cedar has an adequate supply of available or readily available lots to
accommodate new home construction for a number of years. The one caveat with this forecast
is the likelihood of whether a major employer was to locate north of the Cedar River, perhaps
in the industrial park near Highway 218. If this scenario were to happen, then additional
demand will be generated for new housing in North Cedar. Given the current state of the
national economy and the slow growth nature of the Waterloo-Cedar Falls industrial base, this
development appears to not be likely for a number of years.

Although North Cedar does not have much multifamily rental housing, a fair number of singlefamily homes are rented. Nonetheless, because of the lack of a major employment district
nearby and poor transit access, there appears to be minimal demand for new multifamily
rental housing.
RETAIL
The retail potential for North Cedar is limited due to the small size of its trade area, which
generally includes the immediate residential neighborhoods. Unfortunately, with the
completion of the Highway 218 bypass, the size of the retail trade area shrunk dramatically
as well as the volume of traffic along Center Street the main thoroughfare. A large number
of residential flood buy-out properties currently underway and that may possibly continue in
the future further undermines the local market. Table 5 displays our calculation for how much
retail space can be supported in North Cedar. At just under 1,000 households, the household
base is already being met by the amount of space currently available along Center Street. By
2030, given the forecasted growth, this slight oversupply would turn into a small net increase
in demand for new retail space that could be supported.

Any future demand for new housing in North Cedar will likely continue to be for detached
single-family homes that are geared toward households that want the space and room to
accommodate a growing family. North Cedar Elementary School has a good reputation, and
the small town feel of the neighborhood will likely contribute to this type of demand. However,
North Cedar is also an aging neighborhood. Therefore, it may be important to consider making
sure that a proportion of new development be able to accommodate single-level, associationmaintained homes. Patio homes, for example, have been widely accepted in recent years
among retirees because of their low-maintenance and conduciveness for a turn-key lifestyle,
especially among snowbirds.
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It should be recognized that retail markets can be very difficult things to quantify because
some operations are destination oriented and not dependent on the local patrons. Retailers
that thrive under these circumstances often benefit from being close to some other unique
attribute, such as a park or historic setting, that serves to generate traffic. Unless a major
public investment were made nearby to create a truly one-of-a-kind destination in North
Cedar, these types of retail are not likely to be supported in the near future.
OFFICE
Demand for office space in North Cedar is limited to the handful of small professional service
firms that serve the local neighborhood, such as insurance sales, attorneys, tax preparers,
dentists, etc. Without much forecasted household growth, the potential to add additional
office space is minimal, if at all. Furthermore, there are several buildings situated along Center
Street that could be easily adapted to office space if the demand were there.
INDUSTRIAL
With an industrial park situated near Highway 218, most businesses in the industrial sector
will prefer the convenient access of the Highway and the ability to build a new structure that
best meets their company’s specific needs. Center Street with its supply of older, smaller, and
more affordable warehouse space will likely continue to fill a niche within the community, but
there will be little need to create new space that would compete with this supply.

North Cedar and Center Street Framework Plan
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APENDIX B

Transportation Overview
Memorandum:
To:
Geoff Martin, Bonestroo
From:
Sonja Piper, Bonestroo
Date:
April 23, 2010
Re:
Transportation Planning Issues
The purpose of this memorandum is to examine the feasibility of improvements to the Center
Street and West 1st Street corridors. This memo also summarizes the feasibility of roundabouts
at the intersections of Center Street at West 1st Street and Lone Tree Road.
A. WEST 1ST STREET
EXISTING CONDITIONS
According to the 2005 Iowa Department of Transportation (IA DOT) Annual Average Daily
Traffic (AADT) volumes obtained from the IA DOT website, West 1st Street handles AADT
volumes of approximately 15,000 vehicles per day between Center Street and Main Street.
While the overall city growth rate is generally in the 1% per year range, the growth rate for
North Cedar, if it can be predicted, will be much less. The City is in the process of condemning
houses located within the 500 year flood plain. It is estimated that the City will experience less
than one percent growth between 2020 and 2030. For this reason, the 2005 traffic volumes
obtained from the IA DOT are not projected to year 2030.

The existing roadway consists of four through-lanes and right- and left-turn lanes. Table 1
outlines different roadway facilities and the planning level of service expected based on traffic
volumes. This table is used for planning purposes and is a good guide at estimating LOS
thresholds on roadways. Based on the 2005 AADT’s and the existing road cross-section the
corridor is operating at LOS B. The roadway has excess capacity.
ROUNDABOUT FEASIBILITY AT WEST 1ST STREET AND CENTER STREET
Based on the 2005 AADT’s obtained from the IA DOT, a roundabout at this location should
consist of two through lanes on West 1st Street and one through lane on Center Street,
essentially a multi-lane roundabout. A figure of a preliminary geometric design is attached as
Figure 1. This layout uses generic design standards and assumes a typical inscribed diameter
of 150 feet. If this type of intersection control is desired at this location, a detailed design
should be conducted at that time. As can be seen in Figure 1, a roundabout at this location
will encroach on the right-of-way in the southeast corner of the intersection. Pedestrian
crossings have not been shown in Figure 1. Typical placement for a pedestrian crossing is 20
feet behind the yield line.
Roundabouts also facilitate the use of u-turns at intersections. Providing a safe way for
motorists to make a u-turn allows the opportunity for access management and street-scaping
along the corridor. If roundabouts are implemented at the intersections of West 1st Street
with Center Street and Main Street, then left turn lanes could be eliminated. This method
of access management allows existing businesses to maintain the accesses they currently
have and limits left turns that must cross free-flowing traffic streams. Further study should be
conducted to determine the number of lanes and size of a roundabout needed, as well as the
impacts on Clay Street and Washington Street.
RAIL IMPACTS
An at-grade rail crossing is located 100 ft north of the intersection of West 1st Street and
Center Street. The at-grade crossing does not disqualify construction of a roundabout. With
appropriate signage and gates, the crossing can still function safely. Further study is needed
to determine how many trains per day use those tracks, approximately how long the trains are
and how that would affect queuing traffic. The simple fact that a railroad crossing is present
is not an automatic deterrent to a roundabout, but a factor that would need to be considered
in more detail before making intersection improvement decisions.
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B. CENTER STREET
EXISTING CONDITIONS
Center Street is currently a two-lane roadway with no turn lanes. The speed limit is 45 mph
along most of the corridor with a slower speed zone of 35 mph near the curve in the road
as it enters the south end of the Hamlet area. According to the latest comprehensive plan
completed by the City, Center Street is classified as a Minor Arterial. The 2005 AADT, obtained
from IA DOT, is 6,400 vehicles per day. According to the aforementioned planning level of
service table, the roadway is operating at LOS C. This is an acceptable level for a two-lane
undivided rural highway. Capacity improvements are not needed. Therefore, two throughlanes are adequate to service the traffic levels. As previously mentioned, the traffic volumes
were not projected to 2030 volumes because the community is expected to experience
negative growth until approximately 2020 and minimal growth until 2030.
ROUNDABOUT FEASIBILITY AT LONE TREE ROAD AND CENTER STREET
A roundabout has also been proposed for the intersection of Lone Tree Road and Center
Street as a “gateway feature”. A conceptual design is shown in Figure 2. The roundabout
drawn uses generic design standards. The assumed 130 ft inscribed diameter is a preferred
dimension. An inscribed diameter of 110 ft is a minimum dimension that could be used,
however the central island then becomes simply surmountable curb and loses any space for
aesthetic appeal. An inscribed diameter of 120 ft may be a better option for this intersection.
Based on the drawing shown in Figure 2, an inscribed diameter of 130 ft will affect the rightof-way at the intersection. A further detailed design will be necessary at this intersection to
determine the specific impacts to the intersection. Pedestrian crossings have not been shown
on the figure and are typically placed approximately 20 ft behind the yield line.
ROADWAY CROSS SECTIONS
Two sets of cross sections have been prepared for Center Street; one series for the commercial
area and one series for the residential area. The commercial area is located at the intersection
of Center Street and Lone Tree Road and on Center Street approximately four blocks south
of the intersection. The residential area begins at the southern border of the commercial area
and extends along Center Street to the bend in Center Street just north of the 500 year flood
zone. The cross sections have been prepared in three phases to provide guidance for the City
and help foster long-term planning. Both sets of cross sections are attached to this memo.

designed using a curb and gutter section to make the most use out of required clear zones
and right-of-way available. When installing a bicycle lane next to a parking lane, the Iowa
Trails 2000 Handbook recommends the bicycle lane be 5 ft in width, excluding the curb and
gutter. If placing a bicycle lane that is not adjacent to a parking lane a width of 4 ft is the
minimum. According to the AASHTO Green Book, 2004, providing an 8 ft parking lane is
sufficient. An additional clearance of 1.5 feet from the face of curb should be provided to
avoid interference with car doors. Care should be taken with the placement of trees and
street lighting fixtures to provide at least 36 inches of clearance for ADA compliance on the
sidewalk.
RESIDENTIAL AREA
Next the residential series of cross sections were examined. There are two sets of
recommendations for this section depending on whether or not curb and gutter is used. If
curb and gutter is used, two 11 ft lanes and two feet of curb reaction (curb and gutter) can
be provided, then street lights would be placed 1.5 ft behind the face of curb and the section
would be adequate.
If the section will not utilize curb and gutter, then a shoulder will need to be provided. Two
through lanes, either 11 or 12 ft in width, plus 8 ft of shoulder will need to be provided. The
shoulder can be paved or unpaved. This would allow for an 8 ft swale on the east side and a
four foot swale on the west side. A clear zone of 14 to 22 feet will need to be accommodated,
depending on the speed of the roadway in the section. The clear zone is measured from
the edge of traveled way and can include the shoulder dimension. Within the clear zone all
fixtures will need to be breakaway type fixtures. If trees are desired, care should be taken in
choosing the trees as to how they work with breakaway fixture regulations.
BRIDGE CROSS SECTION
Currently the bridge on Center Street is approximately 60 ft wide and consists of two 15
feet travel lanes and two 15 ft shoulders. It is desired to place a trail on the bridge within
the existing footprint. It is recommended that the trail be separated from the traveled way
with of a jersey barrier. The existing widths of the traveled lanes are sufficient and could be
narrowed to 12 ft if desired. The remaining space on the other side of the bridge will remain
as shoulder type space.

COMMERCIAL AREA
Based on the standards we have found on the IA DOT website, we have the following
recommendations for the commercial area sections. This section of roadway should be
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Cost Estimate
Center Street Hamlet District - Phase 1
Bid Item
Residential
6' Concrete Sidewalk (4")
10' Bituminous Trail
Utility adjustments
Turf
Bioswale
Tree
Curb
Pedestrian Lights
Driveway culvert retrofits
Commercial

6' Concrete Sidewalk (4")
Curb
10' Concrete Trail
Utility adjustments
Proposed storm sewer
Tree
Pedestrian Lights
Driveway culvert retrofits

Center Street Hamlet District - Phase 2
Bid Item
Residential
Neighborhood Identity Element
Interpretive Marker
Commercial

Pervious Paving
Interpretive Marker

Center Street Hamlet District - Phase 3
Bid Item
Residential
Crosswalks
Commercial

Roundabout - Single Lane
Crosswalks
Gateway Monument

Prepared by Bonestroo, 10/6/2010
Unit
SY
SY
LS
SY
SF
EA
LF
EA
EA

Qty
725
1100
1
1345
16,500
160
2688
30
5

SY
LF
SY
LS
LS
EA
EA
EA

Unit
EA
EA
SF
EA

Unit $
$36.00
$22.00
$16,500.00
$4.00
$15.00
$400.00
$11.00
$7,000.00
$3,000.00

Total Cost
$26,100.00
$24,200.00
$16,500.00
$5,380.00
$247,500.00
$64,000.00
$29,568.00
$210,000.00
$15,000.00

530
3396
890
1
1
66
14
4

$36.00
$11.00
$36.00
$51,500.00
$34,700.00
$400.00
$7,000.00
$3,000.00
Phase 1 Subtotal:
25% Contingency
Phase 1 Total:

$19,080.00
$37,356.00
$32,040.00
$51,500.00
$34,700.00
$26,400.00
$98,000.00
$12,000.00
$949,324.00
$237,331.00
$1,186,655.00

Qty
2
2

Unit $
$5,000.00
$2,000.00

Total Cost
$10,000.00
$4,000.00

11,400 $20.00
2
$2,000.00
Phase 2 Subtotal:
25% Contingency
Phase 2 Total:

Unit
EA

Qty
1

LS
EA
EA

1
2
1

$228,000.00
$4,000.00
$246,000.00
$61,500.00
$307,500.00

Unit $
$30,000.00

Total Cost
$30,000.00

$400,000.00
$30,000.00
$50,000.00
Phase 3 Subtotal:
25% Contingency
Phase 3 Total:

$400,000.00
$60,000.00
$50,000.00
$540,000.00
$135,000.00
$675,000.00

Center Street Phase 1, 2 and 3 Total Cost (includes 25% contingency) -

$2,169,155.00

Parking Buffers - Private Land
Center Street Residential Parking Lot Buffers
Center Street Commercial Parking Lot Buffers

SF
SF

4856
6603

$18.00
$18.00

$87,408.00
$118,854.00

Miscellaneous Costs
Bioswale maintenance costs

SF

16500

$0.85

$14,025.00
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Option A: On-Street BikeLanes, No Curb, Mixed-Use Trail at Base of Slope
Unit $
Bid Item
Unit
Qty
Removals
LS
1
$5,000.00
5716 $22.00
4 ft. wide Bituminous Shoulders SY
Shoulder Basework
CY
600
$18.00
Shoulder Grading
LS
1
$12,000.00
Restriping
LF
6431 $0.35
Bridge Railing
LF
436
$150.00
Bridge Traffic Separation Rail
LF
436
$150.00
7150 $22.00
Bituminous Trail
SY
CY
1200 $18.00
Trail Basework
Trail Grading
LS
1
$15,000.00
LS
1
$700.00
Trail Signage
AC
3.5
$2,000.00
Wildflower and Grass Seeding
Trees
EA
186
$400.00
Lights East Side
EA
28
$7,000.00
EA
28
$7,000.00
Lights on Trail Side
Option A Subtotal:
25% Contingency
Option A Total:

Total Cost
$5,000.00
$125,752.00
$10,800.00
$12,000.00
$2,250.85
$65,400.00
$65,400.00
$157,300.00
$21,600.00
$15,000.00
$700.00
$7,000.00
$74,400.00
$196,000.00
$196,000.00
$954,602.85
$238,650.71
$1,193,253.56

Option B: On-Street Bike Lanes, Curb, Mixed-Use Trail at Base of Slope
Unit $
Bid Item
Unit
Qty
Removals
LS
1
$5,000.00
Curb
LF
10176 $11.00
5716 $22.00
4 ft. wide Bituminous Shoulders SY
Shoulder Basework
CY
600
$18.00
Shoulder Grading
LS
1
$12,000.00
Restriping
LF
6431 $0.35
7150 $22.00
Bituminous Trail
SY
CY
1200 $18.00
Trail Basework
Trail Grading
LS
1
$15,000.00
Bridge Railing
LF
436
$150.00
Bridge Traffic Separation Rail
LF
436
$150.00
LS
1
$700.00
Trail Signage
Wildflower and Grass Seeding
AC
3.5
$2,000.00
Trees
EA
186
$400.00
Lights East Side
EA
28
$7,000.00
EA
28
$7,000.00
Lights on Trial Side
Option B Subtotal:
25% Contingency
Option B Total:

Total Cost
$5,000.00
$111,936.00
$125,752.00
$10,800.00
$12,000.00
$2,250.85
$157,300.00
$21,600.00
$15,000.00
$65,400.00
$65,400.00
$700.00
$7,000.00
$74,400.00
$196,000.00
$196,000.00
$1,066,538.85
$266,634.71
$1,333,173.56

Option C: Curbs with Mixed-Use Trail on Top of Embankment
Bid Item
Unit
Qty
Removals
LS
1
7150
Bituminous Trail
SY
Curb
LF
10176
Storm outlet trenches
LF
17
CY
600
Trail Basework
Restriping
LF
6431
Bridge Railing
LF
436
Bridge Traffic Separation Rail
LF
436
LS
1
Trail Signage
Interpretive Marker
EA
4
AC
3.5
Wildflower and Grass Seeding
Trees
EA
186
Lights East Side
EA
28
EA
28
Lights Trail Side

Unit $
$5,000.00
$22.00
$11.00
$1,000.00
$18.00
$0.35
$150.00
$150.00
$700.00
$2,000.00
$2,000.00
$400.00
$7,000.00
$7,000.00
Option C Subtotal:
25% Contingency
Option C Total:

Total Cost
$5,000.00
$157,300.00
$111,936.00
$17,000.00
$10,800.00
$2,250.85
$65,400.00
$65,400.00
$700.00
$8,000.00
$7,000.00
$74,400.00
$196,000.00
$196,000.00
$917,186.85
$229,296.71
$1,146,483.56
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West 1st Street - Phase 1
Bid Item
Street Trees (2" ca BB)
Ornamental Trees
Crosswalks
Pedestrian light amenities
Irrigation

Unit
EA
EA
EA
EA
LS

Qty
55
15
2
20
1

Unit $
$400.00
$375.00
$110,000.00
$500.00
$45,000.00
Phase 1 Subtotal:
25% Contingency
Phase 1 Total:

Total Cost
$22,000.00
$5,625.00
$220,000.00
$10,000.00
$45,000.00
$302,625.00
$75,656.25
$378,281.25

West 1st Street - Phase 2
Bid Item
Roundabout - Double Lane
ROW aquisition

Unit
LS
LS

Qty
1
1

Unit $
$525,000.00
$0.00
Phase 2 Subtotal:
25% Contingency
Phase 2 Total:

Total Cost
$525,000.00
$0.00
$525,000.00
$131,250.00
$656,250.00

West 1st Street Phase 1 and 2 Total Cost (includes 25% contingency) -

$1,034,531.25

West 1st Street Parking Buffers - Private Land
Parking Lot Buffers

$111,960.00
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6220
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